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of an Era '

,

tiout one-fifth of all ener y used around the world now comes
from solar resoiirces: ind power, water power, biomass, and .

direct sunlight. By t e year 2000, such renewable °energy
sources could provi e 40 percent of the global energy

budaet; by 2025, humanity cou d 'obtain 75 percent of.its energy from,
solar resources. Suoh a transiti n would not be cheap or easy, but its
benefiti -would far outweigh t es.costs and difficulties. The proposed
timetable would require an un recedented worldwide commitment of
resources and talent, but the cOnsequences of failure are similarly un:
precedented. Every essential feature of the proposed solar transition'
has already proven technically viable: if the 50-year timetable is
met, the roadblocks will have bleen politicalnot technical.',\

..4
Different solar sources will see their fullest development in different
regions. Wind poyver potential is greatesc in- the temperate zones
while Viomass Flourishes in the tropics. Direct sunligh t is ',most in-
teusi in-ke cloudless desert, while water power depends upon moun-.
tam rpins. -However, most countries have some potential to harness
all these renewable resources, and many sands have begun to explore
the feasibility of doing so.2

.4 major eneigy transition of someld is inevitable. For richands!,, .
and poor alike, the energy patterns of tip past are not prolog ' to1
the future..The oil-based societies of thPindustrial world cann t be
sustained and cannot be replicated; their spindly foundations an-

." chored in the shifting sands of the Middle East, have begun to Irode.
Until recently most poor countries eagerly looked forward to entry.
into the oil era .With its geirplants, ,diesel tractors, and ubiquitous

9 automobiles. However, the fivefold increase in oil prices since 1973
.virtually guarantees that the Third World Will never derive most of its



energy from petroleum. Both worlds thus face an awesome diston-
tinuity in the production and use of energy.

In the past, such energy transformations invariahly 'produced far-
ieaihing social chadge. The 18th-century substitution of /coal for

It wood .and wind in Europe, for example accelerated and refashioned
the industrial -revolution. Later, the shift to petroleum altered the
nature of travel, shrinking the planet and reshaping its cities. The
coming energy transitipn can be countea upon to itinclaItally alter
tomorrow's. world. Moreover, the quantity of.energy av able may,
in the long rit9, ptrove much less important than where and how this
energy is obtained.

Since many energy sources besides the sun coul replace oil and gas,
,we need to kriow now what consequences the choices we make. today
will have in 50 years. While we can obviously possess n9. detailed
information about the state of the world 50 years from now, even
rough calculations may, yield insights of importance for energy6

policy. If we optimisticaPy assume that the world's population will
level off after one more doubling and stabilize at eight billion by
2025, and if we conservatively assume that per capita energy use will
then amount to one-third the current U.S. level, we can broadly assess
different ways of trying to meet this aggregate demand.3

-
If this energy were all provided by coal, an absolutely intractable
jproblem Would result. Coal combustion necessarily produces carbon
'dioxide and adding COi to the air. raises the earth's temperature by
,retarding the radiation of heat into spge (a phenomenon known as'
the greenhouse effect). Since CO2 remains in the atmosphere for
hundreds, or, perhaps thousands of years, the' impact of CO2 emis-
sions is cumulative and irreversible on any relevant time scale. At our
projected level of coal consumption, the atmospheric inventory of
ca would increase about 4 percent a en; such growth In atmos-
pheric carbon dioxide 4ould, virtually all nutteorologists agree, soon
alter the heat balance of the entire plan t dramatically,. , 4.

If the postulated energy derhand, were met with nucl r fission, about
15,000 reactors as large as the biggest builtwou ave to be Con-

/
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struitedone new reactor a day for 50 )9ears. Sustaini these re c-
tort would require the recycling of 20 million kilograms
annuallyi Everysyear, enough plutonium would be rec ckd a nd 7
ch. world to *fabriCate four million Hiroshima-site bo s. uch a
plowed cannot sanely be gieeted with equanimity.

Nuclear Antion is it speculative teihnolopla,No one knows what it
wilrcqst, how it will worl, or even whether work. The deuteri-
um-tritium rtactionthe 'simplest- fusion reaction and the focus of
almost all current researchwill produce large amounts of radioactIve
iwaste artecan be 'ailed to bteed plutonium. Some advanced fusion
cyclesaroit nqtably those that woul4 fuse two deuterium nuclei or
that would fuse a protiin with a boron atomcould, theoretically,
provide a nearly inexhaustible supply of -relatively clean power. Ilut
such reactions will be vastly,-more difficult to achieve than the deu-
terhsm-tritium.reaction. In short, there is no chance that most of 4the
world's energy demand will be met by fusion in 2025.4

Thus we are left with the solar options: wind, fallinif w.r, biomass,
and direct sunlight. Fortunately, they are rather attractive. Solar'
sources_ _add no new heat to the global environment, andwhen in
egglibriumthey make no net contribution to atmospheric carbon

.di ide. Solar technologies fit well into a political system that empika-
apes decentralization, pluralism, and local control.

§unlight is abundant, dependable, 'and free. With some minor fluctu-
ations, the sun has been bestowing its bounty on the earth for more
than four .billion years, 'and it is expeikl to continue to do so for
several billion more. The suns inconstancy is 'regional and seasonal,
not arbitrary Of political, and it can. therefole be anticipated and
plannsd for.3

Qur ancestors captured the sun's energy indirectly by gathering wild
vegetation. Their harvest became more reliable with the revolutionary
shift to planned cultivation and the, domestication of animals. As
civilization developed, reliance upon The sun grew increasingly cir-

.
cuitous$ Slaves alid draft animals provided a roundabout means of

.hatnessing large quantities of phbtosynthetic energy. Breezes and

9
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Currentsboth solar-powered phenomenadrove mills and invited
overseas travel.

8
In earlier era& people were intensely aware of the sun as a force in
their lives. They constructed buildings to take advantage of prevail-
ing winds and of the angles at which the sun's rays hit the'earth.
They built industries near streams to make power-generation and
transport easier. Their lives revolved around the agricultural, seasons.-
In the 14th century, coal began to contribute an increasing fraction
of Europe's energy bud&eta trend that accelerated greatly in the
18th and 19th centuries. During the post 75 years, oil and natural gas
became the principal energy sources in the industrialized world. In
the fossil fuel era, the sun has been largely ignored. No nation in-
cludes the sun in its official energy budget, even though all other

r. energy sources would be reduced to comparative insignificance if it
were. We think we heat our homes with fossil fuels, forgetting that
without the sun those homes would be -240' C when we turned on,
our furnaces. We think we get our light from electricity, forgetting)
that without the.sun the skies would.be permanently black.'

"
About 1.5 giladrilliogMegawatt-hours of solar energyarrive at the

--...

earth's outer atmosphere each year. This amount is 28 000 times
greater than all the commercial energy used by humankinci. Roughly
35 percent of this energy is reflected back into space; another 18
percent is absorbed by the atmosphere and drives the winds; and -
aboui 47 percent reaches the earth. NO cotiAtry tises at much energy
as is contained in 1 e sunlight that strikes just its buildings. Indeed,
the sunshine that eac, h year on U.S. roads alone contains twice
as much energy as es the fossil fuel used annually by the entire
world. The wind power available at prime_sites could produce several
times more electricity than is currently generated from all sources.
Only a fraction of the world's hydropower cagacity has been tapped.
As much energy could be .obtained from biomass each year as fossil
fuels currently provide.

How easily-and cheaply these 'vast energy soijrces.can be h ted is
disputed.Opinions naturally rest heavily upon the quest tasked
and the aisurnptions made. How much digance can separate n ener-. .



"No country uses as much enemy as Is
contained the sufilisht tho strikes

just itr buildings."

sy facility and Its potential users? Will people and industries migrate
; to, take advantage of new energy sources? Should onlY.huge, utility-

scale sites be considered .or should individual and community-sized
Mee be counted as well? What limits will environmental, political, and
aesthetic factors impose?

r
Put efforts to tap the solar flow have leen thwarted by unreasonable
eassounic biases. 'The environmental. costs oi conventional fuels, For

.example, have until recently been' largely ignared. If reclamation were
required of strip mining companies, if power plants were required
to stifle their noxious fumes, if oil tankers were prohibited from
fouling Ithe oceans with their -toxic discharges, if nuclear advocates
Were forced to find k safe way .to dispose of longtli'ved radioactive
wastes, konventionidi power sources would cost Moreind sotar equrp-
MAI would be more economically competitive. As such costs .have
been increasingly "internaliied," conventional sources have .grown
MOM expensive and solar alternatives have consequently become
More tredible;7

Moreover, fuel prices long reflected only the costs of discovery,..ex-
traction, refining, and deliveky; they failed to include the Value of thea
fuel itself. Over the years, improvements in exploitation techniques
drove fuel' prices relentlessly downWarik bOt these low prices were
chimerical. although, for example. U.S. oil prices (correctecl for infla=
don) fell 37 percent in the 25 years between 1948 and 1972, the na-
tion was living off its energy capital during this periodnot its in-
tertst. The world has only a limited stock of fuel, and it was only a
matter of timgbbeforelhat fuel began to run out.o

Unlike finite fuels, sunlight is a flow and not a'.stock. 'Once a gallon
of olLis burned, it is gone orever; bUt the sun will cast its rays
earthwird a billion years fro now, whether sunshine ieharnessed

for human neelis or n t. Technical improvements in the use of
sunlight sould lower prices ermanently; similar technical improve-
ments in the use of finite fuels could hasten their exhaustion.

The current world economy was built -upon' the assumption that its
limited resources could be expanded indefinitely. No nation charged
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OPEC:style severance royilties when oil was removed. from the earth;
depletion alkiwanzes were granted to those who exploited it. No na-
tion charged a reasonable "scarcity rent" lor fuel: the needs of future
generations were discounted to near zero. Now that the world's re-

. ' malning supply of easily obtainable high-grade fuel is mostly Ic the
hands of single-resource nations with legitimate worr4es about eir
lorg-range futuies, prices have increased fivefold in five years. s a
consequence, solar energy is rapidly shaking off the false eco omic
copstraints that previously hindered its commercial development. In
1976;. the United States produced one million square feet of solar'
collectors; in 1977, the figure is expected to triple.°

Since sunlight is biquitous and can be used in decentralized facilities,
many. proposed solar options would dispense with the expensive
transport& a distribution networks that encumber conventional

*.energy syste s.10 The savings thus obtained can be substantial;
transmistion and distribution today account for about 70 percent of
the coat of providing electricity to the average U.S. residence." In '
addition, line losses, during electrical trapsmission may amount to
several percent of all the energy produced, and the unsightly trahs-
mission tendrils that link centralized energy SWIM'S to their users
are vulnerable to both natural disasters and human sabotage.

Probably the most important element in a successful solar strategy
is the thermodynamic matching of appropriate energy sgurces with
compatible uses. The quality of errergy sought from the sun and the
costs of collecting, converting, and storing that energy usually cor-
relate directly: -the higher the desired quality, the higlier, the cost.
Sources and uses must therefbre be carefully matched, so that expen-
sive, high quality energy is not wasted on jobs that do not require.it.I2

No country has undertaken a comprehensive' inuentory of ihe quality
of energy it uses throughout its economy. Moratover, the energy cur- '.
rently employed for various tasks is often of far higher quality than
necessary. The use of nuclear reactors operating at a million degrees
C to mike electricity to run residential water heaters 'to provide bath
water at 30' C is surely the' height of thermodynamic foolishness.

;
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calculations's ggest that roughly '.34pReicent of end-tise
M:the UnitEd Sat is employed as heat at lemperatures, under

;mucb of ..thii.ener ,heats buildings and provides hot 'waterj. 1.1
thei,'24, percent is_for- eat at temperatures. of 1.007.0 or higher,

processeSThirty percent of end-Use,energy
ifijArrApt0Ved. to voyier the transportation system° 8 Percent is used as ,

eleCtricityand 3. percent as miscellaneous mechanical Work. In Can-
a.'OrneWhat higher percentage is used for lowgrade heat'Ind

niewhat . less is used for transportatiqn..AlthPUgh both countries.
are highly industrialized, highly mobile,- ari'd have high, energy use-
GNP most gf the ,energy budgets of both.. could easily and

*Onomically be met using existing solar technologies.13

cheap, unsophisticatec4collectots can easily provide' temperatures up
to 100' c.__Selective surfaces--Ithin, -spice-age coatings that absorb

-much sunlight but relradiate negligible heatgreatly increaSe
temperatures that:collectors can attain. Because air conducts and co

-Areas' heatkihigIctemperature collectors are often sealed vacuums. Fo-
cusing tollectors, which use lenses or mirrors to focus sunlight into a
small target area, can obtain still higher temperatures. The French
5014r furnace at Odeillo, for instance, can reach temperatures of about

,.3000. C.

Solar thermal-electric plants appear econoMically sound, especially
" when operated only to, meet-daytime peak dem'ands or when crossbred

withiexisting plants:that use other fnels for night-time power pro-
.. dU'Otion. Ocean thermal facilities may be a source of base-load elec-.
, tricity In some coastal areas. Decentralized photovoltaic cells will be ,
` the most attractive spurce of solar electricity if the cost reductions
'commonly projected materialize.

Wind power can be harnessed directly to. generate electricity. But
because electricity is difficult to store, some wind turbines might best
be used to pump water into reservoirs or to compress air. The air and
'water can then be released as-needed to generate electricity or to per-
form mechanical wqik. Energy 'from intermittent sources like wind
machines. can also be stgeed,as high temperatu4e heat or in chemical
fuels, flywheels, Or electrical batteries.

13



Biological entrgy sourdes, which include bot orkanic: wastes ant fuel
crops, colildr by Themselves yield much of th orld's current energy
needs. Sucksources can provide liquid and eous fuels as well as
dizett heat and- electricity. Particularly attractive ,in a solar economy

N40 would be the u0 of biomass for the co-generatiOn of electricity and
industriarprocest steam. 4

While no single solar technolopr can meet humankind's total.demand
for engrgy, a combination of solar sources can. The transition to a
sol4, era can he begun taday; it would be technically feasible, .eco-
nomically souhd, and environmental.,cl attractive. Moreover, the most

. intriguing aspect- of a solar transition might lie in its social and
politital ramifications." '

. .
Most it)olicy. analyses do not encompass these social consequences of
-energy choices. Most energy decisions are based instead on the naive
.assumption that competing sources are neutral and interchangeable.
As defined by Most energy experts, the task at hand is simply to ob-
tain enough energy to meet the projecteddemands at as low a cost
as possikle. Choices generally swing on small differences in the
marginal costs of coMpeting potential sourcegf'

But energy-sources are rtot neutral and interchangeable. Some energy
solaces are- neCessarily centralized; others are necessarily dispersed.
Some are exteedingly vulnerable; others are nearly imposSible to dis-

d-upt. Some Will produce many new jobs; others will .reduce the num-
ber of people employed. /Some will tend to diminish the lap between
rich and podr; others will atcentuate it. 5 e inherently dangerous
sources can be permitted widespread growth nly.under authoritarian
regimes; others can lead to nothing more danerous , than a leak/
roof. Some sources can be comprehended only by the world's most
elite technicians; others dan be assemSled in remote villages using
local labor and indigenous materials. Over time, such considerations
may prove weightier than the financial criteria that dominate and
limit current energy thinking.

`Appropriate energy sources are necessary, though not sufficient, for
the realization of drnportant sociM and political goals. Inappropriate

1 4
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"Most energy decisions are based on the
naive assumption that competing sourcet

are neutral and interchangeable."

1

.

+mein source's coulckmake attaining such goals imiiossible.:-Decisions
,tnade today about energy sources swill, more than most 'people imag-
izie, detertnipeJloW the, world will look a few 'decades hence. While 13
.energy policy hag been dominated by the thinking-of economists and
sdientists l. the crucial decisions will be political

,

-.'.''.11te.kind.of world:, that could deVelop around energy sources that are
efficient, renewable, decentralized, simple, and safe cannot be fully

;visualized frointour, ptesent vantage point. Indeed, onc of the most
attractive proMises of such:sources is "A far greater flexibility in social
design,than is afforded by their alternatives. Althougleeher6 sources
inay pot dictate the ;hoe of society4 they do limit its range of possi-
bilities; and dispersed solar sources are more compatiblei4han cen- -

tralized tehnologies with social Nutty, freedom, and .ciiltural plural-
ism. AI1.M all, solar resources could, power a rather attractive world.

SolalHeativng and Codling 1,

:Solar energy is most easily cainured 'it'low-gracleAreltL. Developin'ent
.

sit the flat-plate collector that is used to catch siich heat i% generally
/credited to the 18th century Swiss scientist Nicholas de Saussure,
Who obtained temperatures over 87° C using a simple wooden box

. with a blaek bottom and a glass top. Osed by de Saus-
sure is simple: flass.is-transpifent to stMlight but hot to the radiation
of longer-wOce engths given off In.sAire hot collector itself. Sunlight
flows easily through the glass top into the eollector where it ig

trapped as heat. The modern flat-plate collector operates on this same
basic principle, although im'rcived m terials acbieve much higher
temperatures and are more du.rable.lmple and easy-to-make solar
eollectors could supply heat how rovided by high-quality fuels.
More than one-third of the energy budget of all nations is spent to
produce heat at temperatures that flat-plate, solar. collectois 'Can
achieve."

.
The simplest task to accomplish directly with solar power is" heating

, water, and solar water lieaters are being utilized in many countries:
More.than two million been sold in Japan, and, tens. of thou-. .



ai'e;in.ustRin Israel. In the iemOte reaches of ncirthelnlAustralia,
Auels ari expensive, Solar water heaters-are required by law on

. nw buildirigs. ;Until replaced by cheap natural gas-, sok water
lets- were much used in CalifOrnia and in Florida; Miami alone had

aliotit 50,000 ,in the early 1950s. Since-1973, interest in solar water
.heaters has rekindled in many parts of.the warld. In poorer countries,
cheap hot :water can:make a significant contribution to public well-
being: hot Water for,dishwashing and bathing'can reduce the bprden

,! of infectioas diseases, and-Clothes washed with hot water end soap
outlast clothes beaten clean off rocks at a river's edge.

,

Sunlight can elso be used_to heat buildings.AlLbüildings receive and
trap radiant energy from the sun.Marminge home On a winter day,
thi heat may be desirable; but it can constitute indecent exposure,
brjiiling d embroiling the occupants of, an all-glass office bqilding
i Sola buildings, designed to anticipate the amount of
olar energy availabl in each s put sunlight to work: To har-

ness diffuse solar energy to me 4lding 's needs, Options the vary
in efficiency, elegance, and expe an be employed.16

/e.
Solar heating systems for buildings can be either "active" or "pas-
sive.", In active systems, fans and pumps move air or liquid from
a.collector first to a storage eree and then to where it is needed. Pas-
sive s'ystems store energy right where sunlight impinges on the build-
ing's structural mass; such systems are designed to. shield the struc-
ture from unwanted summer.heat while capturing and retaining, the
sun's warmth during the colder months. Passive solar buildings act
as "thermal flywheels,".smoothing the effects of outside temperature
fluctuations between day and nighta principle as old as tMei ancient
thick-welled structures of Mo5enjo-Daro in 'the Indus Vallef and the
adobe Indian pueblos In the American Southwest. Although more
money and attention has been lavished upon active systems, many

4 of the world's most spccessful solar buildings employ simple, inex-
pensive passive designs.

In the latitudes that girdle the Earth between 35° N and 35° S, roofs
of buildings can be built to serve as passive solar storage devices.
For this region,. American designer Harold Hay has built a 'sk-

,
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therm" house, the flat f whith is coveredby large polyet'hylene
bags fille'tsiith water., y adroitly manipulatiiis slabs of insulation
over the roof during the clay or night; Hay cari heat the. house it\ the°

. . .winter and cool it in fhe summer. A.K.N. Reddy and K.K. based at
,the Indian Institute of Science in Bangalore.,have suggested a irnilar;
but less expensive design for poor countries;/ their model uses rooftop
ponds of later.

.-10latitudes above 35° either north or 'gouth, a flit 'roof- can catch
Aess":and less of the -low. Wjnter'sun. Vertical walls and steep roofs are

inore efFective solar collectore in these regions than are flat roofs. In
..France, Felix Trombe anci Jacques -Michel have built several solar
.houseS; each with.a:slass wall facing south and a thick concrete Wall.
located a short distance inside the 'glass. 'Openings 'hear the top and
bottom of -the cOncrete walls create a natural circuldtipn pattern as hot

.;airrises, and "moves into the living afeds while cool 4ir flows through
the bottOm opening'into the solar-heated .space between the glass and
the oncrete. During the summer, when additional heat is unwanted,
the top air passages are closed and the rising air is channeled.outside.
This same approach .has been suCces' sfully employed. f:)y. Doug Kel-
bauih in his.passive solar hrius.e in Princeton, New Jersey.

.In addition to such passive appipaches, hundreds of active solar-
heating systems have- been built, using 'a varietY Of collectors and
storage systems. Each technology stresses certain features-,good
performance, rugged durability, attractive appearance, or low cost
each "of which is often achieved at the sacrifice of others. The U.S.
"effort has been'by far the most expensive and ambitious,, though im-

. portant work has been done in the Soviet Union, Great Britain,.Ans-
tralia, Japan, Dennlark, Egypt, and Israel. 'o.

Flat-plate 'solar collectors suffice Pt r normal heating purpoSes. After
heat has,: been collected and then transported to storage reirvoirs,
most active sola heating systems use conventional technologies
(water radiators or forced-air ducts) tO deliver it to the living areas as
needed.

Solar collectors are being used in diverse locations to heat buildings.
The tof of Mejannes-le-Clap in southern France has announced

A 1 7



pthts to obtain most of its heat from Ae sim. Several U.S. solar-
:heated communities, js well . as individual schoOls, meeting halls,
:office bUildings, and evert hamburger stands, are now under con-
'strtiction. Saudi 'Arabia plans to build a new town at Jubail, using
-sunlight for heating, 'for cooling; and for running water pumps; tile
Saudis are now also building the world's largest solar-heated building
a 325,000 square,foot athletic fieldhousein Tabuk.

Storing heat for a couple of days is not difficult;' heated water or
gravel will do the job if a large insulated storage'bin is Used. tectic
salts, substances thlt absorb .prodigious amounts of heat w :ey
melt and then release it when they re-solidify, can reduce the ini-
mum storage volume needed by a factor of six. The most- serious
problems plaguing the stOrage of heat in phase-changing etttectic
salts have' been overcome, according to Dr. Maria Telkes, a leading
American ex'peri in solar thermal storage."

lit the 1940s, the Japanese built an energy storage system that
vIrorked on an annual cycle. During cold months, heat was /ramped
from a large container of water; by the end of the winter, a huge
block cif ice had formed, into which excess building heat was cast
dming the surnmer. The JaPanese concept was recently revived by
Harry Fischer of the Oak Ridge National Laboratory in, Tennessee.
Fischer- fOund that when combined With a solar collector, a radiator,
and an efficient heat pump, such an annual storage system can per-
form admirably over a wide range of climates. Fischer's prototype
worlce4 so well that several private companies decided to develop the,.
concept further."

Many simpk solar technologies'can be used to cool buildings. Simple
ceiling vents may suffice to.,expel hot, air, at the same time drawing'
cooler air up from a basement or well. In dry climates, evaporative
coolers can be used to chill the air. In more humid areas, solar-ab-
sorption air conditioners may be needed. The logical successors .to
contemporary cooling units, solar air conditioners are currently being
developed in Japan and the United JStates. While early solar air
conditioners required heat at about 12 C for optimum performance,
a Japanese company has developed a unit that operates satisfactorily



"The day is dawning when heating
and cooling self-sufficiency will be an

economical option for most neW
buildings."

. 2
: at. 75.- Ca temperature any commercial solar Collector can ea'sily
:mister. Fortuitously, solar"air conditioners teach peak cooling capa-

'"\s"' CRY when the sun burns brightest, which is when they are most 17
needed. Conpequently; solar aft conditioners Could reduce peak &-
nands on malty electrical"por grids. As coat-effective solar air Con-

'clitiOneri keach the market, the overall.economics of solar systems willi '*
c, ...

imploye because the collectors will begin proyiding a year-round
beriefit.1! .

. 4
, la

)

It ISbardefin temperate than in tropical regions to pfovide,with solar
technologies lote percent of the heat huildings need: It is generally

, .cheaper at,preferst to get supplementary heat during tong cloudj, peri-
.; ocIS .from cartventional,fuels, wind power, bictgas, or wood. Howev.er,

- when sol4E . equipment is inass- produced,' 'prices should plummet,
fossrfuel prices 'can only climb. Moreover, major improvements

in' the design of collectors, thermal storage systems, and heat-transfer
mechanisms are being made. Indeed, the day is daWning when heat-
ing and.cooling self-sufficiency will be an economical option for most
new buildings.- -

Solar heating systems are most attractive when considered in terms of
"lifetime coits ; the initial investment plus the lifetime operating
costs of" solar systems ofteh total less than the combined purchase
and oPerating costs of conventional heatin,g systems. For example,
recent U.S. studies have shown solar heating to be more economical
than electrical heating except in competition with cheap hydropower.20

Investments in solar technologies can be Mortgaged at a steady cost
over the years, while the fuel costs of alternative systems will rise at
least as fast as general inflation. In fact, the initial cost alone of solar

; heating systems often amounts ,to less than the _initial cost of elec-
trical resistance heating,- if the cost of the building's share of a new
power plant and the electrical distribution system is included. How-
ever, the cost of a solar heating system must be borne entirely.by the
homeowner, while .a utility iuilds the power plan.and strings the
power lines. The utility borrows money at a lower interest rate than
the homeowner can obtain, and it averages the cost of electricity from
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, the expensive new plant with that xif power Wont cheap plants built
decades earlier so that true marginal costs are nevir compared.21a '
Solar heated buildings are now commercially viable. Howeyer, large;
scale changes in the housing industry are not accomplished easily

. witness the 30,000 autonomous building code jurisdictions in , the
United States. The building indtkstry is localizt122-eyen,the giant con-
sttuclion firms each 'produce fewer than onet.half of one percent of

'all 'units. Profit margins '. are small, and salability has traditionally
reflected the builder.'s ability to keep purchaSe prices low. Nonethe- .
less, a respected market research organization. Frost and Sullivan,
,predicts that 2.5 million U.S. residencep will be solar heated and

, cooled by 198§, and the AmeriCan Ihstitute of Architects has urged
an'even more ambitious solar deyelopment program.22

Solar heating becomes even more attractive when'it is crosspred with
other compatible techoologies. Its happy marriage to absorption air-
4onditioners and. heat pumps has already been mentiorted. Green-
%Uses too can b'e splendid solar, collectors, producing !hitch more
heat than they need in even the dead of winter, if they are tightly° .

co:instructed, well insulated, and fitted with' substantial thermal stor-
age capacity. Wb eas Many old-style attached greenhouses placed
demands on the h ing system of the main house, inexpensive solar
greenhouses can i ually furnish heat to the living area while they
extena the growing season for home-grown vegetables. A program to
build greenhouses for low-income families in northern New Mexico

-out of local ihaterials, lw-cost fiberglass, and polyethylene has al-
ready proven successful.

s ml addition. to warming buildings, low-grade heat from simple solar
- deviCes can. also be used to dry- 4opsa task that now often con-
sumes prodigious amounts of propine ind methane gas. Solar dryers
are now being used to remove moisture from lumber and textiles, as;
well as from corn, soybeans, alfalfa, raisins, and prunes. The sun has
always beemused to dry most of the world's laundry.

For more than a century, solar advocatcs have gathered crowds by
cooking food with devices that use mirrors to intensify sunlight.
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.144w that. fiiiewood suppliei are growing scarte in many warts of ihe

Third World, solar cooking is being taken''more seriously. Although
:solar cookeri proved popular" in some village experiments in t'Re 19
1900s,_ their high cost, as..much as $25 each, prohibited wideSpread

: use. Today, however, cheap new eflecting materials. like aluminized

z-lnylar can lie kretched over inex nsive locally-made frames In poor
',.countries, solar cookers will be ly Supplementary devices for now,

.

since these mechanisms cannOt itinction at.night-or in cloudy weather
ane.since storing high-tempeiature heat is expensive. Put if heat
storage technology advances, solar stoves and'Ovens'may 'play an in-
.deasutgly ithportant role in ricyand,poor countries alike.

. .
.

S.-olar technology noW also encompasses desalination devices thgr ...

evaporate ?veer to separate it from salt. In 'the late 19th centur, i'.
huge solar desalination plant 'near Salinas, Chile, provided up to.

.15,000 gallons ofillipsh water per day for a nitrate thine. Recent re-
search has led to major improvements in the -technology of solar/
desalination, espeCially to improvements in "multiple-effect" solar
sfills. Today, this s13%-driven process holds4reat proMise; especially
in the Middle East and other arid regions: A small Soviet solar 4e-
salination plant in/the Kyzyl Kum Desert in central Asia now pro-
duces four toni of Ervh water a day.23 4

,
Relatively low temperature sources of heat can also_he used to op-
erate pumps and engines. In the 1860s,!Augustin MUitchot, a French
physicist, developed a one-half hortepower solar steam engine. In the

... early 20th century, more efficient gngines were built using ammonia
or ether instedd of water as the working fluid. In 1912, Frenk Shu-:

matt constructed a 50-horsepower solar engine near Cairo to pump
irrigation water from the Nile.

-

'Scores of sOlar devices were built around the world in the early dec-
ades of this century, but none withstood the economic competition of
lowcost fossil fuels. In recent years, with fuel prices soaring, solar
pumps have begun to attract attention again. In 1975, a.,40:horse-
power solar pump of French design was installed in SanaTuis de la
'Paz to meet this Mexican town's irrigation and drinking needs. Mex-
ico has ordered ten more such pumPs; and Senegal; Niget and Maur-
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itania have installed isimilar deviceo. At present, solar pumps make
economic sense only in remote areas wherg fuel and maintenance

:costs fiir conventional systems are extremely high. But, many author-
ities believe, the costs of solar pumps could ibe criamatically reduced
by taking advantage of the findings of further reSearch and the' ken-, omiei of mass production," . -

.
Solar erier§y an be use'd directly iri various industrial processes. A
Itudy. Of -the Australian food-processing industry found, for example,
that heat comprised 90 percent of the iriclUstry's energy needs; akeost
.all this heat was at under 150° C, and 80.percent was below 100° C. ,..Such low-temperature heat can be easAy.produced and stored using
'eleme#ary solar. technologies. Similarly; a study of an Australian
'soft-drink plant kiund that enough cbllectors could be retrofitted

--orth the factory's roof to provide '70 -percent of all the plant's heat
requirementsP

A recent study ..of U.S. industrial heating 'demands concludes that
about 7.5 percent of all heat is used at temperature's below 100°C and
28,percent below 288°C. However, dirkt solar power can be used to
pre-heat materials from ambient temperatures to intermediate tempera-
tures before another energy source is employed to achieve the still
higher temperatUre &mended for an industrial process. Such solar
pre-heating can play a role in virtually every industrial heat applica-°' tion. If pre-heating is used, 27 percent of all energy for U.S. inclUs-
trial heat can be delivered under'100° C and about 52 percent under
288* C.26

Much of the energy used in the residential, commercial,,agricultural,
and industrial sectors is employed as low-tefnperature keat. In the re-
cent past, this demand has been filled-by burning fossil fuels at thou-
sands of degrees or nuclear fuels at millions of degrees. Because such
energy sources were comparatively cheap, little tho was given to
the thermodynamic inefficiency of using 'them produ low-grade
heat. Now that fuel costs are mounting rapidly, however, emends
for heat increasingly will be met directly from the sun.

2 ?
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, "A sinsible energy strategy demands
pre Oian the simple-minclAd siabstitution

of sunlight for uranium."

Electricity from the Sam

21
It was long believed that nuclear power wduld replace the fossil fuels.
Because nuclear power is best utilized in centralized electrical power

plants, virtually all energy projections therefore show electricity ful-
filling a $rovi?ing fraction of all 'Projected energy demands. Some
solai proponents advocate large c6Itralizid solar power plants as
direct replacements for nuclear power plants to meet this demand,,.
However, solar technologies can provide energy of any quality, and
remarkably little of the world's work requires electricity: A sensible
energy-strategy demands more than the simple-minded substitution of
stirtlight for Kanium.27-

Electricity now comprises less than 20 pegent of:energy use in virtu-
ally all countries. If energy sources were carefully matched with ener-
gyuses, it is difficult to imagine a future society that would need
more than one-tenth or its energy budget, as electricityth,e highest
quality and most expensive form of energy. Today, only 11 percent
of U.S. energy is used as electricity, and' mush of this need could be
met wits other energy sources. To fill gehume needs for electricity,
the most attractiye technology in many parts of the world will be
4irect solar conversion.

Two types of large, land-baspd solar thermal power plants are receiv-.
ing widespread a ttention. nit. "power tower" is currently a ttracting
the most mqney and minds, although a rival conceptthe "solar
farm"is also being ivvestigaied. The power tower relies u on large

'field of mirrors to focus sunlight on &boiler located on a ig struc-
turethe "tower." The mirrors are adjusted to follow the su across
the sky, always maintaining an angle that reflects sunlight' ack to
the boiler. The boiler, in turn, produces high pressure steam o run a
turbine to generate ele tricity. The French, who successf Hy- fed.
electricity--into their na 'onal grid from a small tower prototype in
lanuary of 1977, plan to have a 10-megawatt unit oPerating by 1981
and have been aggressively trying to.interes't the desert nations of the
Middle East in this effort, The,United States is now testing a small
prototype involving a 40-Acre Mirror ld and a 200-Watt tower in
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New Mexico, and it plans to put a 10-enegawatt power plant into
operation by 1980 at Barstow, California. .

. .

Art- electric utility in New Mexico plans to combine thr.ee 430-foot
power towers that generate a total of 50 megawaits with an existing
gas-fired pciwer plant at Albuquerque- The proPosed complex would
utilize-the existing generators, turbines, condensers, switchyard, etC.

ke resulting hybrid, whigh would cost $60 million and cover 178
'es, would have no heat storage capacity; it would simply heat its
ders with gas when the su ailed to shine. A survey by the utili

identified '600 existing power ants in the Americah Southwest ( t
abut 40,000 megawatts of e ectrical generating capacity) that uld

'betrofitte'd with solar power towers. .

The ''solar farm concept would employ rows of parab4ic reflector's
to dikect concentrated sunlight onto pipes containing Molten salts
or hot gases. Special- heat exchangers wo4Icl. transfer, the 600° C heat
from the pipes to storage tanks, filled with melted metal, from whence
it could be drawn to generate high pressure steam to run a turbine.

. .

BOth the solar farm and the pov;er tower p
y

oacAes require dirett
sunlight because their concentratin mirrors
Both will also probably be feasi only in emi-arid regions with
feW cloudy days and little polluti One objection raised to such
facilities is that they would despoil large tracts of pristine desert.
However, proponents point out that the area needed to produce 1,000.
megawatts of solZr electricity is less than the amouni cif land that
would have to be strip-mined to provide fuel for a similar sized coal
plant during its 30-year lifetime and that the solar plinfs land Could
be 'used forever. In fact, according to Aden and M6rjorie Meinel, a
1,000-megawatt solar farm on the Arizona desert would require no
more land than must, for safety reasons, be deeded-for a nuelear re-
actor of the same capacity.28 . .

Large, centralized solar electric' plants c Sume no finite fuels, pro-
.

duee no nuclear explosiVes, and hold no ecological punches. With
development, such plants should also be economically .competitive
with fossil-lueled, fission, and fusicin power plants. However, they
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produce only electricity and they are subject to all the problems in- ,
herent in, centralized high' technologies. To the extent that energy
needs can be met with 'lower ality sources ort decentralized equip-
ment, the centralized (*dons shlt Id be avoided. 1 .

As a power source in countries where rand is scarce or where cloud
cover is frequent, solar electric plants are less promising; efficient
long-distance, cryogenic electrical transmission may prove feasible
btit will probably be extremely expensive. Proposals .to tap North
African deserts for power for Western Europe or to course-Mexican
sunlight through New York's power grid are therefore unlikely to
bear fruit. A more likely-consequence of solat thermal-electric devel-
opment would be the relocation of manyenergy-intensive industries

Instrny climes. In fact, Professor Ignacy Sachs, director of the In-
[Iona! Center for ResearCh on Environment and Developmept

in Paris, has predicted that a new solar-powered _industrial civiliza
tion will emerge in the tropics.

23

Land-based solar electric plants must bow 'to one incontrovertible
fact: it is, always night over half the earth.' If such facilities are to
generate power after the sun sets, oversized collectors-must be built
and the excess heat retained in an expensive storage facility until it
is needed. But ocean thermal electric conversion (OTEC) plants,
'which use the oceatt as a free collector and storage system, are unaf-
fected by daily cycles. Because the ocean's temperature.varies little,
OTEC plants can be a source of steady, round-the-clock power.

The steniperature difference etween the warm surface waters of tror .
ical oceans and the colde waters in the depths is about 20° C. n
1881, J. D'Arsonval, suggested in an article in Wevue .5cientifique

,diat this difference could/be used to ru-n a closed-cycle engine. Irt the
1920s, another French scientist, Georges Claude, persuaded the
Frencli government to build a number of open-cycle power plants to
exploie these ocean thermal gradients. After World War II, the French

(Government built several OTEC elants (the largest of whicR had4a
capacity of 7.5 megawatts) in the hope that such plants would pro.%

. vide inexicensive enerty to Frances tropical colonies.. French interest

23
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in the.Projett crumbled along.with its overseas empire, but the idea
of hainetsing ocean thermal gradients to generate power lingers on.",

--

Because Of the small.temperature differences between deep -and. sur-
face .waters, OTEC's potential efficiency is severely limited., Moie-

'over-, as much as a third of the'power an OTEC facility pioduces
-Amy be required to 'pump the enormous amounts of water needed to '
*ye the cycle. Despite these difficulties and the additional prob*)

*importing power to iiiers on the shoie,. OtEC proponents con-
tendthat the System will be cheap enough to underprice competing,
sourees of electricit9. However, this contention- is -untested,- .and,

.estimates .of an MEC unWs cost range frdm about $440 to almost
.

.44,000 per installed kilowatt-7excluding the costt of transporting the
,", Aectricity to the land and the costs pf any environmental damages.

The real cost will probably fall between thes4' extremes, but early
models, at least, will likely veer toward the, high. end.

. .

The OTEC concept does not involve any iidio.).410sic technology. Its
.prdPonents tend to downplay the technical'eFficulties as simply
matters of "good plumhing,". even though the wstern would require
pumps and heat excha4ers far larger than any Nit existence. Because
they do not 'consume any 'fuel, OTEC systems are largely insured v--
against .future cost inCreases that could affect nuclear or 'fossil-.
fueled plants. On the other hand: with so many of their costs as,
literally, sunk investments, the viability of OTECs will depend entire-
ly upon their durability and reliabilitytwo open questions at this
point. Unexpected vulnerabilities to corrosion, biological fouling,
hurficabes, or yarious other plagues could drive costs up dramatic-
ally.

Intensive deployment on the' scale urged by OTEC's most.ardent ad-
vocates could also possibly engender a variety, of environmental
problems that a few. scattered plants would not-provoke. An increase
in the overall heat of substantial bodies of water and the upwelling
of nutrient-rich waters from the ocean bottom could both bring on
unfortunate consequences. Ocean temperature shifts could have far-
reaching hipacts on weather and climate, and displacing deep waters
would disturb marine pcology. In addition, physicist Robert Williams
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.ef Princeton calculates:the upwelling of carbon-rich water frorii the
ocean bottom could cause atmospheric carbon . dioxide to increase
substantialty.31 OTECs, like other large centraliied sources of elec- 25
tricity,have costs that multiply rapidly when large numbers of plants
'are built. This, technology should probably be limited to a modest
number of facilitiesin ocean areas where conditions are optimal.

. .
The most exciting solar electric prospect is the photovoltaic cellnow
the principal power source of space satellites: Such cells generate
electriCity directly when iunlight hlls on them. They have no moving .
parts, consume. rib fuel, produce no pollution, operate at environ;
mental temperaturee; have long lifetimes, require little maintenance.,
and can be fashioned, from silicon, the< second most abundant element
in the Earth's crust.32.;. .
Photovoltaic cells are modular by natuie, gndqittle is to be gained by
grouping large masses of cells at a single collection site. On the con-
trary, 'the technolbgy is most sensibly applied in a 'decentralized
fashiorriperhaps incorporated in the roofs 'of buildingssb that
transmission and storage 1,roblems can be minimized. With deced-,
tralized use, the 80 percent or more of .the sunlight that such cells

. do not convert intà electricity can be harnessed to provide energy for
s'piee heating and cooling,.water heating, and refrigeration.

Eundamental physical constraints limit the theoretical efficiency of
,photovoltaic cells to under 25 petcent. Numerous practical problems
force the real efficipcy lowerfor silicon photovoltaics, the efficiency
ceiling is about 20 percent. To obtain maximum effVency, relkively
pure materials, with regillar crystal 'structures atE required. Such
near-pedection is difficult and expensive to obtain. High costs have,
in fact, been the principal deterrent_to widespread use of pholovolta-
iC cells. ,

.
Cost comparisons between photoyoltaic systems and conventional
systerys can be`complicated. Solir cells produce electricity only when
the -sun shines, while conventional power plants are forced to shut
down frequently for repairs or maintenance. Depending on the
amount of sunlight available where a photovoltaic array is located,
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the cells might produce between one-fourth and one-half as much
.power per. kilowatt -of installed capacity .as an average nuclear power
plant does..Adding to the costs of photovoltaics is the need for some
lcind oF storage system; ,on the other hand, the use of pholovoltaics
may elirninate the need for expensive tranSmission 4nd distribution
systems: . -

Depending upon who ''cloes the figuring, photovoltaic cells now cost
between 20 and 40 times as .much as conventional.sources of base-
load, electricity. However, as a source of power just during daylight
periods of peak demand, photovoltaics cost only four to five times as
much as conventional power plants plus distribution wstems. More-
over, the costs of conventional power plants have sh8t steadily-up-
ward in recent years whilc the costs of photovoltaic, cells kave rapidly
declined, .and several' new. approaches are being pUrsued in an 'effort
to further diminish the costs of photoirollaic arrays. For exaMple,
focusing collectors that use iFiekpensive lenses or mirrors to gither
sunlight from a broad area and onc..entrate it on the cells are..being .
employed. The Winston collector can obtain an eight-to-one concen-
tration ratio without tracking the sun; !'teacking:is collectors can
obtain much higher multiples, but at far greater expense.33

--
.Another aPproacILto cutting, the costs of photovoltaic Cells has been
to use less efficient but mu th cheapez 'materials than those:usually
used; amorphous silicon and combinations of tacimium sulfide and
copper sulfide are strong candidates, Although the required colleetor
area is thUs increased, totaLcosts may be less. Conversely,-.,another,
approach has been to imprffvitthe processing of high-grade materials'
for photovoltaic eels. Currently. each tell is handcrafted by artisans
who use techniques not unlike those employed in a' SwiSs watch fac-.
to_ty. Simple .mechanization of this, process could le'ad to large say-
inip. The costs of photovoltaic cells, which amounted to $200,000

er 13eak kilowatt in 1959, have already fallen to about $13,000- per .

peak kilowatt and most experts believe that:prices will continue to .

fall rapidly." ."

,--Increased production is of paramount importance L lowering the
prices of photovoltaics. In an 18-month period'of 1975-76, U.S. pur-
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chases of photovpltaic cells for earth-bound purposes doubled and
Ihe jiverage price per cell dropped by about 50 percent. Price 'reduc-
Oohs of from 20 to 30 percent for each doubling of output have been 27
4ommon 'in the electrical components industries, and photovoltaic

7
production should prove no exception-to the rule.

7, . .7 .

;The objective of the Vow-Cost Silicon Array Project of the U.S. Ener- .
e gy Research and Development Administranon is to pr,oduce photo-

cifvoltaics for less than $500 per peak kilowatt, and to produ e more
than 500 megawatts anpually by. 1985. This program, ntracted

: through the California Institute of Technology, involves a large
number of major corporations. A general consensus ppears to
be . developing among the participants that the goals arél reaerhable
'and.may even be far too 'modest: Under the atispices oLt e govern-
'ment's 'Project Sunshine," Japan has undertaken ea similar research
effort." .

, . . . -
,

From A "net 'energy- perspective, photovoltaics ' ara,fappealing. De-
tailed studies of the energy heeded to manüfaclure such cells shows
that the energy debt. can be paid in less than .two Years of operation.
With more energy-efficient production processes :. the energy payback
period .could, theoretically, be reduCed to a matter of weeks. It the
energy some cells produce is fed back to .produce more cells, photo-
voltaics can become trUe energy "breeders' making more anal more
energy available each year without consuming ani nonrenewable re-
sources: In fact,. Malcolm Slesser and Ian Hounrin hve calculated,
an initial one-megawatt investment in photpvoltaic cells with (a two- '
year'payback -period could multiply' in 40 years to provide90 Percent
of .the world's energy needs. These calculations may be a bit opti-
mislic, and the world -does not want or need 'to consume 90 percent
of its energy in the _form of electricity; but photovolthics, 1,ike other
solar technologies, hold up well under net-energy ana1ysis.36

A variety of options- are available to prodtice electricity directly from
the sun... Several of the apProaches sketched hereall of which have

,. been tchnically demonstratedare ,now economically. competitive
.with 'fossil-fueled plants under some conditions. Prices can be reason.-

' ably' expected to fall dramatically as mdre experience is gained. Al-



though solar e ectricity will probably never be really cheap, it is
. doubtless worth paing sonie economic premium for a source of elec-

tricity that is safe, dependable, renewable, non-polluting, andin
the case of phOtovoltaicshighly decentralized."

.Catching the Wind

Theair that envelopes the Earth functions as a 20-billton-cubic:kil-
ometer storage battery for solar ergy. Winds are generated by the
univen,ileating of our spinning anet's land and Water, plains and
mountains, eqpatorial regions an poles. The idea of harnegsipg this
wind to serve human needs 'may have first occurred to sthneone
watching a leaf skittir across a pond. Five thousand years igo; the ..
Egyptians were already sailing barges along the Nile. Wind-powered r
vessels of one sort or another dominated shipping until, the Nine-
teenih century, when ships driven by fossil fuels gradually eased

. them out.. A feW large Cargo schoo'ners .pliedthe waters off the. U.S.
Atlantic Coast until the 1930s, and the largest windjammers were the
greatest wind machines the world has known.38

The windmill appears to have originated in Persia Iwo millenia .ago..
.- There, vertical shaft devices that.turned like- merry-go-rounds were

u'sed to grind grain \ an'd pump water. After, the Arab conques1 of
Persia, wind power spread with Islam throughout the Middle EAt and
to the 46uthern Mediterranean lands. Invading Mongols carried the
windmill back to China. Returning ciusaders likewise alear. to have (

transferred the technology to Europethough the tilt (31F degrees to l

the borizontal) of the axes of early European mills have led some -
scientists to believe that the device may have been invented inde-
pendently 'by a European. Eventually, horizontal-axis windmills with °

bladet that turned like ferris whlEels were developed, and they spread
throughout Europe." .

°By the_17th century, the Dutch had a commanding lead in wind tech- .
nology and were already using wind power to saw wood and make
paper. In the late .19th century the mantle of leaderstap passed to the .

. # .
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"It is doubtless worth paying some
economic premium for a sourceof
electricity that is safe, dependable,

renewable, and noh-polluting."

Dines; Who hadkibout '100,000 windmills in operation by 1900. Un-
-,det- the leadership of Poul la Cour, 'Denmark began Making signifi-
l-chnt litvestmentslit wind-generated iectricity and by 1916 was oper-
ating more than.1,300 wind generators:

. . . I

The'windmill flayed an important iole in Americap history, especially
In -the Great.P ains, where it was used to pump 'Ater. More than six
million windmills were built in the United States over the last cen-
tury; about 150,000 still spin prOductively. Prior to the large-scale \

.. federal commitment to rural electrification in the 1?30s and 1940s,
windmilli supplied .much* of rural America with its only source of

. .electricity. .. .

Aftet ,World War I, cheap hydropower and dePendable fossil fuels
utilriced wind. &wet' plants. However,, research in man.), parts of
thiv'world continuecl, and many, interesting windmill prototypes were
cohstructed. In 1931, the Soviet Union built the world's first large
wind generator near Yalta. Overlooking the Black Sea, thir100-kilo-

' watt 'turbine produced abput 280,000 kilowatt-hours of electricity

Fer
year. In the 1950s, Grat Britain built two 100-kilowatt turbines.

n 1957, Denmark built a 200-kilowatt turbine, and France consiruct-
ed an 800-kilowatt wind generator. In 1963, a 1,000-kilowatt' wind-
turbine was built in Franco.

, . ,

The largest wind generator ever built was the. 1,250-kilowatt4Grand-
pa's, Knob machine designed by Palmer .Putnam and erecte4 on a

. mountain top in central Vermont. It began getwating electricky on
. August 29, 1941? just two years after its conclIPtion. However, the

- manufacturer had been forced to cut corrters in his ,haste fo finish
' construction before the icy hand, of wan-time rationing closed upon

the project and theei "ht-ton propeller blades developed gtress cracks
around -their rivet ho 6. Although the cracking was noticed 'early,
the blades could not e replaced because of materials shortages: Fi-
nally, a blade split, spun 750 Feet in the air, and brought th4 experi-,
ment to a crashing ,condusion. The private manufacturqr had invest-
ed more than one million dollars'in the project and coul,4 affoul to risk%
no ntore." i , , ,\.. ..
,.. . f ..
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Despite the enthusiasm of occasional wind-power "charnpions in the
federal_governnient, no mcife major, wind generators were constructed

30 in the United States until 1975. Then, NASA began operating a 100-
kilowatt prototype near SanduskY, Ohio, that resembles a huge heli-
copter mounted sideways atop a transmission tower. The next major

-. step 'in the American program will be a 1,500-kilowatt wind turbine
, to be built jointlyrtiy -General Electric and .United TechnologyCorpo-

latioarby 1978.

Before the GE-UTC. turbine begins operating, however, it may have
slipped into\second place in the size sweepstakes. ,Tvind, a Danish
college, has ileaily completed a .2,000-kilowatt winditurbine, at a cost
of only .$350,000. (Doubtless the most important factor in holding
down expenses for the Tvind generator is that the college staff paid
for the, project Out of their own ockets. If. successful, Tvind will
hearten those who hope that major technical accomplishments can
still be achieved without reliance on central governments or big busi-
ness.)4,1

The Tvind wind machine, like virtually all large wind turbinag today,
will have only two blades. While more blades provict morer-torque
in low-speed vsinds (making multiple blades particularly useful for
purposes suciCas small-scale water pumping), fewer blades capture
more energy for tbeir cost in faster winds. A. two-blade propeller can
extract most of the available energy from a large vertical area without
filling the area wilh metal that could crack or split in a storm.

,11

Since poWer production increases with the square or.iy turbine's Site;
-large ,wind machines produce far more energy, than do small..ones.
Moreover, Avind power increases as thetube of velocity, so a 10-meter-
per2secortd wind produaes eight dupes as much power as a 5-meter,
per-skond 'breeze does. ConsequentlY, some wincl power enthusiasts
amit.their dr.eams eo,huge turbines on very windy sites. In particular, a
recent survey of large U.S. corporations conducting wind power re-. .

. seatch disclosed that only one company hadvany interest in small or
intermediate sized turbines."
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However; the'think big" approach does not necessarily make sense.. .

The crucial,question for windmills is how much.energy 'is harnessed
per dollar of investment. InCreases in output are , desirable only if. '31
.the value of the additional energy extracted exceeds the extra cost:
tind economic optimization does not necessarily lead to the construc-
Vow of giant turbines. Smaller windmills might lend themselves more
*oily. to mass production and might be easier to locate close to the
end-user (thus reducing transmission costs). Sniall Windmills can
,produce.power in much ldWer winds than lafge ones do and can thus
'operate more over a given time. Smallei-scale equipMent also allows a
.greater decentralization of ownership and control, and the conse-
quences of equipment failure are not likely to be catastrophic..Finally,
wind..turbine development will probably be constrained by practical

. limits on propeller Size. ;Large turbines place greit stresses on both
the blade and toWer, and all giant. ttirbines built to date haVe suffered
from meal fatigue.

Un a small, kale, wind power can be cheaply harnessed to perform
:, many kinds' of work.I.The Valley of Lasithi on Crete uses an esti-

'Mated 10,p00 windmills, which catch the wind in triangular bands of.
White sail cloth, to pump irrigation water. Similar windmills built of
local materials ha%e recently imen erected in East 'Africa. The New

o
Alchemy Institute in .lvtassachusetts, working with the Indian Insti-
tute of Agricultural Researchoand the Indian National Aeronautical
Laboratory, has developed a 26-:fo'ot sailWing purnP for rural use;
.employing the wheel of a bullock cart as the hub and a bamboo franie
for the cloth sails, this simple m4hine could provide cheap power to
Indian villages.' The Brace Researchqnstitute in Canada haS designed

." a Savonius water pump that can be. constructed from two 46-gallon
Oil slruMs cut in half. Already ysed in the Caribbeari, the device costs .

about $50 to rri'ake and will operate at wind 'speeds as low as 8 mph.

Traditionally, wind has been used primarily to pump water and to
grind. grain. Windmills can ago produce heat that can be stored and, .
used later in space ligating,o crop drying, Or manufacturing proCesses.

ParticUlarly Attractive new approach is to compress, air with wind
turbines. Pressurized air can be stored much more easily than elec-
tricity, a fact to which _virtually eVery gasoline station in the United.
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States attests. Stored dir can either be t4sed as needed to directly7power
mechanical equipment or released t ugh a turbine to generate elec-
trecity. On a large scale, pressur.ized air can be stored in underground
caverns.

The modern wind enthusiast can choose from many options; multi-
ple-blade--Propellers, triple-blade Prop0, double-blade props, sinsle-
blade Versions with counterweightc. sailwings, cross-wind paddles.
and gyrotplils. In some wind turbine4, the ,propeller is upwind from
the- platIorm, while in others it is located downwind. Some platforms

- apport isinglelarge turbines; others support many small ones. A
°machine with two ,sets of blades tulning in opposite directions is

. being tested in West Germany."
.

One of the most interesting multiple-blade devices for small and
moderate sized generators is under development at Oklahoma State

:44.1niVersity. This mill resembles a-huge bicycle tire, with flat aluminum
blades radiating from the hub like so many spokes. Instead of'
gearing the generator to the hub of the windmill, the Oklahorila
State machine operates on the principle of the spinning wheel: the
generator is conriected to a belt that encircles the figter-moving outer
rim. _

,
The Darrieus wind generator, favored by -the National Research
Council of Canada and by Sandia Laboratories` in New Mexico, looks
like an upside-down:egg beater, and turns around its verticaraxis like
a winning .coin. The: Darrieus holds several snitcing, advantages over
horizOntal was turbilies: it will' rdtate regardless of wind direCtiOn;
it does not require blade adjustments for different wind. speeds; and it
can Operate without an expensive tower to provide rotor clearance`
from the ground. Aerodynamically efficient and light-weight, the

'Darrieus might cost as little as one,sixth as mueh as a horizontal-
shaft -windmill of the same capacity. In early 1977,, a 200-icilow.att

.' Canadian DaYrieus wind turbine began feeding electricity into3 the
24,000-tilowatt poWe grid that serves the Magdalen1slands in the

. Gulf of 9tbLawrence. tif this machine lives up to its economic poten-
'fial, other Darrieus tur Ines will be installed."
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., irriguing new approaches to wind power may ,well be gestati4.
\

4, tue money or e art has been put ihto wind turbine research over
.,.. t)te last two decades, although aeionaittical engineering has made 33.-

anormOus strides over the same period. With interest in wind ma-
, chines lathering force, new approaches could 'Soon ernerge. FOt ex-

A''.- ample, A "confined vortex". generator being developed by James Yen
- steett:wind through a circUlar tower,"creating a small tornado-like

', -.effect; this gener tor utilizes the difference in pressure between the.
center of the swir 'ng wind And the outside air to drive a tUrbine.45 .

';. , Large &wants eleetricitrt:ould, thedetically, be generated by
.' .. relatively small turbines of this type.. The..U.S. Energy Ilesearch and

,
Development Administration rrecently'awarded Dr. Yen $200,000 to
.deVelop this idea further. However, the viability of Wind power does

'- not dePend upon scientific breakthroughs; existing wind technolo-
gies can COmpete on their own terms for a substantial 'share of the
worIcrs future energy budget. .

:
Estimating the 'probable Oast of wind power is a somewhat specula- .

-tive undertaking. The cost of generating electriCity with the wind
tan be Measured in two 'different waysdepending upon whether the
'system provides "baseXad" power or only supplementary power. If.

' wind generators feed power directly into a,grici when the- wind blows,
arid if other generating facilities have to be construc d tc; handle
peak loads when the wind isn't blowing, the ayerage c ts of building.
aud maintaining sUch windmil6, Must compete Huth nrely the cost pf

. Mel for the alternative power plant. Obviasly, this calculation
..: hinges not only on how much a windmill cost% to construct, but also

on .-how long it lasts and how reliably it functions. Conclusions are
. premature until experience has been gained, but many studies have

suggested that intermittent electricify could be generated tcday from
l the wihd for considerably less than the cost of providing fuel for an

existing oil-fired unit. Moreover, Wind power costs could diminish ,

significantly as more experience is acquireewhile oil costs will cer-
tainly rise.46 .

%

.If Winclis to be used to provide'constant, reliable power, then the cost
of building a' wind generator plus.a storage facility must not exceed
the hatal cosi (induding the vrivironrnental cOst) of building and

.

. , .



-.operating a convihtional power plant. Used in conjuncti6n with a
'hydrci-elettric facility with reserve capacity, wind turbines should.

it already have a substantial cost advantage over conventional poWer
L. Plants. For. other storage set-ups, cost calculations remain unsub-

stantiated, but studies of analogous technologies suggest, that such .

.liese4ciad wind systems will be economically sound. Olhen social and
,environmental costs are included, the case becomes even stronger.
Accordingly: such systems should now be Built and o'perated tö that"

4;these calculations can,bk proven.
, .

The ,rate and extent to which wind power: is put to work is mq4h
. more likely. to be a function Of political considerations than of t ch-

nital or economic limits. The World Meteorological OrganizPion'has
estimated that 20 million megawatts of wind pOwer can be commer:
cially tapped at the choicest sites around the world, not including
the potsible contributions from large clusteis of windmills at sea."
By comparisoof the current total world electrical generating, Capacity
is about one-and-one-half million megawaks. Even 'allowing for' the
Intermittent nature' of the resource,, wind availability, will not limit
wind power development.. Long before a large fraction of the wind's
power is reaped; capital constraints' and social objeptiOns will impose
limits on the growth of wind power.

Well-designed, well-placed wind turbines will achieve a high net en-
orgy . otitptit with an eXceptionelly. . mild environmental and climatic v
impact: wind machines- produce no pollution, no hazardous1 materi-.
els, and little nOiSe. In fact, the principal environmental consequences
of. wind power will. he the compagatively modest ones associated with
Mining and refining the metals needed for .wind turbine construction

ill effects associated .with virtually every energy sOurce. Windmills ,
.will have.to be kept out of the.rnigratOryfltways of birds, Ink these ,
routes. are:well-known and 'can be easily avoided. Where aesthetic *

..1ObjeCtions to;. the .use of wind technology arise, windmills could. be
- located out-of the visual range of populated areas, even a few miles

out tO sea: Moreover, soine wind çiachines, suCh as the Darrieus,
strike: mahy as handsome: Alt th. gs consulered, a .cleaner, safer,.
IesS,clisruptive s&urce of eneiiy.iS' ha el tO imagihe.



Filling Water

"The rate and extent to which wind
poWer is put to work is much more

likely to be aunction of political
considerations than of technical or

economic limits."

39Numerous surveys of the world's water-power resources suggest that
a...potential of about three million .Megawatts exists, of which about ,r

lone-tenth is now developed. The figure is unrealistic, however, since
reaching the three-million-melawatt potential would require flooding ,

fertile agricultural bottomlan s and rich natural ecosystems. On the
.
Other hand, none of the surveys include the world's vast assortment°
of small hydro-electric sites, By even the most tonservative stand-

:: aids, potential hydropower developments definitely exceed one mil-
lion Megawatts, while current world hydro-electric capacity is only
340 thousand megawatts.

Industrialiced regions contain about 30.percent of the world's hydro-
. electric potential as measured by conventional criteria but produce

about 80/percent of all its hydro-electricity. North America produces
about one-third, Europe just a little less, and the Soviet Union about
one-tenth.. Japan, with only 1 percent bf the woricl!s potential, pro-
duces frier 6 percent of global hydro-electricity. In contrast, Africa is

;blesseCmith 22 pereent of all, hydro-electric potential, but produces
only 2 percent of all hydro-electricityhalf of which comes fthm the
Aswan High Dam in' Egypt, the Akosombo Dam in Ghana, and the
Kariba Dam on the Zambesi Riyer between Zambia and RhtYclesia.
Asia (excluding Japan and the USSR) has 27 percent of the potential
resources, and currently generates about 12 percent of the w,orld's
hydro-electricity; most of its potential lies in the streams that drain
the Tibetan Plateau, at sites far from existing energy markets. Latin
America,' with about 20 percent of the world:s total water-power re-
sources, contributes about 6 percent of the cuirent world output.
Nine of the world's 15 most powerful rivers are in Asia, three-are in
South America°, two are in North America, and one is in,Africa.49

The amount olnyd-ropower livailable in a body of moving water is
,
determingl by the volume of Wattr and by the distance the water falls.
-A small amount of water dropping from a great height can produce
as muth power al a large amount of water falling a shorter distance.
The Amazon carries five times as much .water ,to tbe sea assdotes the

37'



world's second largest river, the Congo; bue because of the more
,favorable topography of its basin, the Congo has more hydro-plectric
'potential. In mountainous headwater areas, such as Nepal) where
relat1velymall volumes of -water fall great distances, numerous
choice site exist for stations of up to 100 megawatts each."

Used by thi ROmans to grind grain, water wheels reached their high-
est pre-electric form* in the mid-1700s wall the development of the
turbine wheel. The Versailles waterworks produced about '56 kilo-
watts 'of mechanical jpower in the 18th century. In 1882, the first
small hydro-electric Facility began producing 125 jcilowatts of elec-
tricity in Appleton,. Wisconsin; and, by 1925, hydropower accounted
for 40 percent of the world's ectbc power. Although hydro-electric
capacity has. since grown 15-fold. Its...share of ibe world's electricity
market has fallen to about 23 percent.

Early hydro-electric development tended to involve small facilities in-
mourgaindus regions. In the 1930s, emphasis shifted to major dams
and reservoirs in the middle and lower sections of rivers, such as the
Tertnessee Valley dams in the United States and the Volga River dams
in the Soviet Union. The world now has 64 hydroplanes with capaci-
,ties of 1,000 megawatts or more each: the Sovie,t Union has 16, the
United Skates has 12, Canada has 11 (the U.S. and Canada share

' anothfe, and Braid has,10

r

The enronmeneal and social problems associated with huge dams
and reservoirs far outweigh those surrounding small-scale installa-
tions or projects that use river diversion techniques. Moreover, the
increments by which small facilities boost a -region's power 'supply
are manageable. In contrast, a tripling or quadrupling of a power.
supply in one fell swoop by a giant dam can lead to a desperate,
search for energy-inte4sive industries to purchase surplus power,
dramatically upsetting the politics and Cultu're of an area.

Much of the extensive hydro-electric develdpment in Japan, Switzer-
land, and Sweden hasientailed ,use of comparatively small facilities,
and such' small units hold continuing promise for developing coun-
tries, In late 1975, China reportedly had 60,000 small facilities that

:



together generated over two million kilowittsobput 20 percentglf.
China's total hydro-electric capacity. The Chinese facilities are located
in warmly populated areas to which sending electricity from huge 37
centralized facilities would involve prohibitive-, transmission costs.
Local-vmkers build the small earth-filled or rock-filled dams that
provide substailtiet flood control and irrigation benefits as they bring
power to the people."

1

"hleverthelm, building gnormous facilities to capture as much power
as possible while taking advariage of the economies of large scale
is tempting. Although this approach has been used extensively and
rather suctessfully in temperate zones, many of %the remaining .
prime locations are in the tropics, where troubles may arise. The
Congo, for example, with a flow of 40,000 cubic meters per second
and a drop of nearly 300 meters in the final 200 kilometers of its-.
journey to the oceanp has an underdeveloped hydro-electric potential

,of 30,000 megawatts. 'But experience in other warm areas indicates
that great care must be taken in exploiting such resources.

,

The Aswan High Dam provides a textbook case of the problems that
can encumber a major hydro-electric development in the tropics. 56
trouble-ridden is Aswan that its costs largely, offiet its benefits. Al-
though Aswan is a source of electricity, of flood and drought control,
and cif irrigation, the dam's users and uses sometimes. conflict. For
eximple, Aswan proxides more than 50 percent of Egypt'selectrical
power, but its ,production is highly seasonal; during winter months,

the flow of water through the dam is sev,erely diminished while irriga--
don canals are cleaned. This reduced flow causes power.geheration to
drop from a designed capacity of 2,000 megaet,atts to a mere 700
megswattc-Furthermore, lack of money for an extensive transmission
grid has meant that electricity does not reach many of the rural vil-
lages that had hoped to benefit from the projeq,

Aswan saved Egypt's rice and Atton crops during the droUghts in
northeastern Africa in 1972 an 973. Irrigation has increisecl food
pit:Auction by bringing approlcimately 750,000 formerly barren acres
u der cultivation, and by allowing farmers to plant multiple crops
on a Million acres that had previously been harvested only once,a

39



year. These timely boosts have enabled Egypt's Jood production to,
keep Nice, .though just barely, with its rapidly growing population..
On the,other *hand, the dam has halted the natural flow of,nutrient-
rich silt, .leaving downstream farmers to rely increasingly upon en-
ergy-intensive chemical fertilizers; and the newly irrigated areas are
so plagued by waterlogging and mounting soil salinity that a $30-
million drainage program is noW needed. In addition, the canals in
some areas rapidly clog with fast-growing water hyacinths.

The Aswan has also given a neiv lease to an age-Old health hazard
in Egypt. Schistbsomiasis, a disease caused by parasitic worms car
ried by water snails, has long been endemic in the Nile delta where
most of Egypt's population is concentrated, but in the past it was
rarely found in upstream areas. Since the constrection of the large
dam, infestations of this chronic and debilitating afHiction are also
common along the Nile and its irrigation capillaries in Upper Egypt.
Marty of the major problems associated .with Aswan should Ilave
been anticipatedand avoided. Even now, Aswan'i worst problems
probably can be either solved or Managed. But after-the-faCt remedies
will be costlier and less effective than a modest preventative effort
would have been.

The inevitable siltation of reservoirs does more to spoil the ,use: of
dims as renewable energy sources than does ani, other problem. Silta-
tion. is a complex phenomenon that, hinges upon several factors, one
of which is the size of the reservoir. For example, the Tarbela Res-
ervoir in Pakistan holds 'only About one-seventh the annual flow of
the Indus, while Lake Mead on the Colorado can retain two years'
flow. The life expectancy of the Tarbela is measurable in decades;
Lake Mead, will last for cenruries.. Thy rate of natural erosion, an-
other factor in siltation, is determined' primarily by the local terrain.
Some large *dams in stable tetrains ,have a .life expectancy of thou-
sands of years; others have been known to lose virtually their entire
storage 'capacity during one bad storm. Logging and farming can
greatly accelerate natural erosion too; many reservoirs will fill with
silt during one-fourth Their expected life spans because these and
other human activities ruin their-watersheds.
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"The greatest potential for future'
hydropower developmenrlies in'

those lands that 4e currently most
starved for energy."

4. Siliãton, Which .affects the dam's' stOrage cgpacity but not its power
generating capacity,can be miniMized. Water can be sluiced periodi-
cally through gateS in the dam, Carrjring with it some of th accumu- ! 39!

'-iited silt Iteservgirs can be:dredged, though at astronomical costs..By
far the most effective technique for handling siltation is lowering thf,
late of upstrezern erosionF.through reforestation projects and en- .

lightened land, us'e.52.

Dams; cannot be evaluated apart from their interaction with many
other natural and artificial systems. They are just one cOmponent,

,albeit a vital one, of river basin management. Locks will have to be
provided on navigable rivers, and fish ladders (One Of the earliest vic-
tories of environmentalists) must be installed where dams block the
spawning routes of anadromous fish. If a dam is lotated in a d'iy .4

area, power generation must be, coordinated with downstream irriga-
, tion needs. If a populated asin is to be flooded, the many needs of

displaced people as well as the loss ,of fertile bottomland must- be
taken into account. Unpopulated basins are Politically easier, t& dam, -'

but, in unsettled, areas care must nevertheless be talten.,to preserve
unique ecosysteMs and other irreplaceable resources.

. .
Dams are vulnerable to natural forces, human error, and acts of war.
The 1976 collapses orthe Bolan Dam in Pakistan, the Teton Dam in
Idaho, and a large earthen dam outside La Paz on Mexico's Baja-
Peninsula serve as emphatic reniinders of the need for careful geologi-
cal studies and the highest standards of construction.

Dams recommendthemselves over most other ;energy sources. They
provide many benefits unconnected to power. production; they are
cleam_ and their Use does not entail the stdrage problems that plague
so many other renewable ources. Indeed, using dams as storage'*-2

,Inechanisms may be the most effective way to fill in the gaps left by
Solar and wind power. In addition, ,the .coWersion of water power
into electrical power is highly efficient-85 percent or more. ,Finally,
dams can.be instruments of economic equity; the'greatest potential
for future hOropth.Ver development lies in those lands that are cur-
rently most starved:for energy-.
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reen plants hegan c011echrig and storing sunshine more than two,.
illion 'yeari ago. They photosyrithesize an estimated one-tehth Of

one pierclint of all solar energy that strikes the earth. Somewhat rnore.
an'half of this fraction is spent on plant metabolism; the rernaincler

isitoied ko.cheriiicallrnds and can be put to work by human beings.

A-Alt ft:4W fuels were once 'biorriass, and Al le prospect of dramatically ,

Shofiening the time geological; forces take to conyert- vegetation into .
oil?, gas, ond coal (roughly a third of a billion.iears) now intrigues
Many thoughtful perSonsi Dry cellulose has anti aVerage energy con-
tent of about four kilocalories per grami--60 perCent as much as bitu-''

: minous coal, :and the hydrocarbons produced by Certain plants co'n-
tain more energy than coahdoes. Biomass can be transformed directly

. into substitutes for some of 6ur most rapidly vanishing fuels.

Because green plants can be grown almost everywhere, they are not
:mry susceptibli to international political pressures. 'Unlike fossil

hOtanical energy resoui-Ces -.ale renewable. In addition, biomass -

operat1O4 involve few of. the ..etAvironmental drawbacks associated.
:with the larip=scale.use of'coal. r','
The ultimate magnitude of, this inergy'resource has not been estab-
lished: Measuring the earth'S. total photAgynthetic capacity poses
difficulties, and estimates vary -considerably. ,Most experis peg the
energy content of all annual biornassdproduction at between 15 and 1
20 Hines the arnount humans Currently get horn cammercial energy
scurCes, although Other estimates range from'w to 40 times.53 Using .

the .vegetation that grows on Earth annually as fuel is unthink-
able, But the 'energy that could reasonOly be.harvested from organic :;!'
kiuices each year. probably exceeds Ahe energy content of all the fossil

. .fuels currently consumed annually%

Tvici important caveats mist be attached to this statement. The first ..;;
qualification concerns conversion efficiency. Much of the energy .%

4iy? .,51);

t r
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'he' cisiteAusing:it.4: Version..to 'useful fuels.
TheseJosies, however, neeI e'flo-geatér trr thOse..iMr.o6ied in con-

Viefie ;ii.igtitAtc:TaieseCond cateh ii geographi- 1
cal .114 -V greatlit413rolnag ...ProduCtion. are wet equaiorial

'ons4Ho4the..it*irate Ian** 1;i/here-fuel use is highest today...The
tbk4:40.gtc41 Toteif .0.1..rhe. United States, calcula ted liberal- ..

..on4fiffth of.- current cornMercial .enep-
eth. eonttait/ithe pOiential troPiCal Cniltitries 'is. much',oelthfriel*irs,pitreret ..fuel....cops numption levels. oWever, many.'

'7':.A*Clu'alOrial.niffitiii.**01-be.l.harclplesSed to secure ihe capital- and to.,.
..deVelop the. tetr hOlogr6eedea...to .iise their pot.9,ntial plant power..54

I

Organic fueli 'fak into two".broid categories:; waste,:.frcgrn pon-energy
rocesses(Suciri'!::fis, 'food and..-paper productiOn y 0;102 .grovo4

wiiticitly their energy value. Since waste dispogic isyfMaVdidablel
and .of ten cOstlY converting waste .into fuels he first optionL-is" a
sensible..alternatiVe to Using valuable land for g bage &imps. How-

.':,14,er,.:.the task Of4vaste collection an disposal usually falls to those
VvhO*ting to "the bottcn itin S of . the e nomic'ind- social ladder and,
until recently; waSte eldow awaited .either the-irrtereSt of the.. well.

...edtiCated :or the- iriVeSimnesdollars of the. well-heeled. &it .charie is '
afoot, partly .because sOlid waste is now often viewed as a..sourceof
-abbridant ligh-madefuerthat is close arnajor :energy inat,,Vets.

4., ..r

The: *astes easlostoat tap for fueWM4,q3'.e.thoSe that tcoine from f9ock,
prbductioni Bagasto the .residuec-,:from sligar'''.C4-04"ieae lorig been ..

_used as fuel in ..inoiFt. Cane-growing' regions. Coinfstalks 'and, spoiled
grain are. being ejted as .potential 'sources of energy in the Arnerican
.,./vlidwest. And rndia's brightest hope for bringing commeicial energy
to most of its 600,000 villages is pinned to a device that produces.:_.
methane'from excrement and illat leaves fertilizer as a. residue.

.

Agricultural residuesthe inedible, unharvested portions 'of fOod
cropsrepregent tfii largest potential source 6E ner ir from .wIste.
But 4.inci§.t..plant. residues, are sparselY ,distributedi a d 3ozne, canna b'e
spari"thy Or.0Wede4 ..to feed: .rict:"erffich
the. gdil:. Yet, wigely osed; field resitideS .Can .gu thif"sail.liroVfde ) .,..
animal fodder,, tind serVe as a, fuel..source.

,



Agricultural enigy demands ore highly, seasonal, anS usage peaks do, .
not always conFide with the periodS,dbring whicH reSidue-derived
'energy is mo;tr'pleptiful. In agricultural systems still largely depen-
dent .upon 'draft animals,' this problem is minimized: Silage and hay
'cart easily be stored Urktil needed. On mechanized farms, energ9,stor-

_ 'age poses a someiihatinore difficult prolatetn. '

Animal excrement is another potentially valuable source of energy.
'Much undigq-sted, energy remains bound in animal extrement; and

. cattle feedlots, chicken coops, and pig sties could easily become ener-'
zy farms. Indeed, animal dung has been burned in some parts of the .

world for centuries; in the United States, buffalo chips once provided
, cooking fuel to frontiersmen on 'the treeless Great Plains.. In India

today, about,68 million torts of dry cow dung.are burned as fuel each'
,,ygar,rnOstly in rural- areas, altho4gh more than -90 perceld of the::
licitentiar h#at and virnially all thelibtrients in excrement are lost in

..inefficient burning." F'ar more work could bet obtained from dune if
it wete first ,digested to:prbduce methane gas; moreover, all the:r.tutri-

' ents originally in the dung,could then be returned, to the soil.;avfer-
tilizer." .

In May 1076,'Calorific ReCpverY Anaerbbic Process Inc.; '(GRAP),
.. of Oklahoma City received Federal Power Conunission, authorization, .

te-provide tfte Nstural. Gas Pipeline CoMpanx artntially with .8.40,,
. miI1on citbiefeet, of7inethane derived from feedldt wastes. Other siii-

lsr proposals are+''b'eing advanCed. Although,'Jricist conunercial biagas
plants plannedln the United States are associated with giAnt feedlots,
a. more sensible long-term strategy might be to range-fhed cattle as

. long as possible and then to fatten them up, a thousand at a time, on
farms in the midwestern grain-belt. Cow thing Could poi.s.rer the farm
anti piovide surplus methane, and the residue could be used as ferti-
lizer. In addition, methane generation. has been 'found to be economi-
cally attractive in rrto4t dairiesan important point since more.than
hff Of all U.S..cdws are used for milk prockcti9n.57

"ircp'r.esidites and feedlot, NSIO4e5 .in'the United Stote cdn-
tain 4i qu'adrillicin'atus ('iriiads)ritore-etter,gy: ttan all the nstionc

- farmers Use- Ge erating Rielthane froin uch resiclufs. Is .otten. ecO-

i
j
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nomiCal. Howe 4r; developinKa taiirthat is totally energy self-suffi-
sient may require a broader -A.oaVtthan maximiz4ng short-term food
.outpUe." f 4:

. .Human seWage, too, contains a large store of energy. In some rural
.arçs, 4,artle044 sin .china and 'India, ambitious prggrams to pro-

Chy,I,Eto*LhOman and animal wastes are under way, Un-
tAxionduitiial 'effluents are now mixed with humln

ate in4rty. Of' ihe industrialized world's.sewage systems, and these
Stmake clean eneigy-recOvery vastly More .difficult. If these

titattia were kept sdparate, a large new energy source would be-
ome available,

'The residues of the lumber 'and paper indugnis also cqntain usable
energY. A Study 'conducted for the Ford FoUndation's Energy Policy
PrOjett fouhd-,that if the U.S..paper industry were to adopt the most
enetgy-efficient technologies, now available and were to use its wood
wastes as fuel, fossil fuel consumption could be reduced by -a stag-.
.gering 75 percent. The:Weyerhaeuser companyrecently announced
a $75 million prOgiabi tcl!e)ipand the:Ai:se f wo,Od .waste- as fuel for

,;papef mills;-:"Vteie ettirtg:out of oil aii'cl'sak, Wherever we can,
i.tOrlimentect ceorge ..W4erhaeustr, the compari.0 .piesident. Sweden. .

lready obtains; 7 percegt.cif it total energy' :;.biidget(.;by exploiting
ivastes of its hitge" fotest2.produCtS, industry. ",

.

Eventually,' rniot papOi be&ornes Urban t'trAsh:- *jdrall§,:,:inticti of it
should instead be reeycled-i-a process that,w6bIcti save treA, energy,
and -money. But unrecycled paper, along witiWrotteh vegetahles, cot-
ton rags, and other orgaoic garbage, contaihs energy that Canle eco-
nomically -recaptured. Milan, Italy runs its trollpys and': electric
buses partly on.power produced from trash. Baltimore, Maryland

,to heat much of its, downtown business 'district soon oith
fuel obtained b`y distilling 1,000 tons of garbage a day.

,,

American, waste streams alone could, after conversiqn losses are sub-
,tiacted, produce nearbt five quads per year of methane and "charoil"
-f-abcidt. .percent of the cUrrent U.S,. energy bucipt: Decentralized

;
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agrari n societies couliil,..derive a far higher, percentaie Of their coin-.
merci l'energy needs from agricultural, a 4:1 and.Urban wastes, '.

..,
..,

:.The second plant7energy option; the -...,cluction of :''energy crop's"
will probably be l" ited to marginal lands, since worldwide popula-

:i;4.: lands : ill-suited conirentional.agi4Culture. Yet,: muCh potential
Asin pressures are already relentlessly, pushing food producers, 9nto

'energy cropland does exist in treas wiiete food pgicluction cannot be
suitained: ,Some prirrie agricultural land _could also be employed .dur-.

.... . 4mg the- of f-seaso n to grow energy, crops. For eXample, winter rye
(which has. little forage value) could be plarited in 'the American
Midwest after the fall corn harvest and harvested for energy in the
spring before maize is sewed: ,

FActors, other than lat;cl scarcity limit biomass growth. The unavail-,
,

ability of nutrients .and of an 'adequate water supply are two. Much
marginal land is' -exceedingljr dry, and lumber and paper industries
will make large demands on areas wet enough to support trees. The
energy costs of irrigating arid lands cdn be enormous; reducing .the

.. net energyotopuLdramatically, 6,
, : .i n

a. . .,

llelds from energy-crops will reflect the amount Of sunlight'. such
crops receive, the acreage devoted io collecting energy, and the 'effi-
ciency ,with which sunlight is saptured, stored, harvested, transport-

,: ed, and put to work. Ultimately, .they wrik also depend upon our abili-
ty to produce crops that do not sap the land's productivity and that
can resist common diSeases, pests, fire, and harsh weather. . .

The inost familiar energjr Crop; of.,cptirs,e, i firewitoct A, .0Orl fuel.
tOeilias:a -highAnnual yreld whelYdensely plantedfresilrouls fronk.cut,:. 1
-tucni2S. 'koppices), 'thiives .with only 'Short rotation peiiods, and, is

.
gentrailly hardy. Favored species for fuel tre are eucalyptus, syca- ,

more, and foplaran intelligently planned ree plantation would
probably grow a Mixture of species.

Forests canoPy about one tenth of the planet'ssurface and represent

. , ,

:about half, the 4arth's 4 ptured biomass, ener y." A century ago;
ttif United SIR obtained three-fourth's of i s:zonimercial energy ' ,!,

, .

a'.., ., ;,,, ,,
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"Forests canolly about one-fourth of the
planet's surface,and represent about half

the earth's captured biomass energy." ,
. t

4

0 ,

from wood..In the ind. ustrialized world to'day, only a small number of

e rural poor 'and a, hart ful of self-styled rustics rely upon fuel.
:However, the case is mphatically different in the Third World.

Thirty percent of India's 'energy, and p6 Tercent of Tanzania's conies
.from wOod.6°,,In all, about half the trees cut ,down around.the world
\are burned to cook food and td Avar'in homes.

t

In Many lands, unfortunately, humans are propagiting faster than
trees. Although much attention has .been'paid to the,poyulation-food'
equation, stant notice has been given, to the qu,estion of how the

rowing numbers'will- cook their FOod.'As desperaie, people aehr the
nd of mature trees and saplings alike, landscabks become barren;
d, where watersheds are stripped, increasingly/ severe flooding oc-

urs. In the'parched wastelands of north central eAfrica and the fragile
mountain envirotintents of the Andes and the Himalayas, the worsen-
ing shortage of firewood is today's most pressing energy-crisis."

-
Vat Of partial' Solutiöns Kive tx.OsOggestecridr the' "fireivood

.
In southern Saudi Arabia, som ribes impose the same penal-

ty for the unauthorized cutting of a tree s for the taking of a human
life. China has embarked upon an cjus 'reforestation program,q
and many other nitiOns are following sui / Some forestry experts ad-

vocate substituting fast-growing .trees for/ nitive varieties as-a means
of keeping up with demand.62 However, 4,11e. vulnerability o forests of

,gfnetically siuilr :trees to diseaev:,anclAteg.t,calls the apblication"4.
" such i'grfcultuial te'ettniques to siltict4ture aito question:

Improving the efficiency with which! wood is used would also help
alleviate the firewood shortage. In India, using firewood for cooking

typicAly less than 9 mcent :efficient. The widespread use of,
downclraft woOd-butning stoves made of cast iron could, S. B. Rich-
ardson estimates, cutnorthern China's ftiel .requirements for hgatihg
and cooking by half.° Other efficient wood,burning devices can be 5

made bylocal labor with local materiak,.'
Wo,od can bg put to more soPhisticated uses than cooking and spice
heating. It can fuel boilers to Prodtice electricity,, industrial process .

steam, ot 'both. The size of Many prospective tree-harvesting owe,.

4 7 N

"..
.
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out 800 tons per day) is well' tailored to many industrial ener-
s. decentralized co-generation, using wood would also fit in

current worldwide .efforts to move major induttries away
rban areas. In particular, the creation -of forest " lantatipns"

to pro uce fuel for large power plantS at 'a cost comparab e to thatof
coal has been recommended." However, some researchers argue ihat
the cost of transporting bulk biomass should lead' .to think in\---terrns of energy "farms" of a few thouspd hectares or less:6.

Trees are not the only energy crops worth considering. A numl)e of
other land and water crops have their advocates among bioconv ion
specialisfs. Land plants with potential as energy sources I chide
sugarcane, cassava (Manioc), and sunflowers, as well as e Sor-ghurns, kenaf, and forage grasses. Among file more in mg, plants

;.,tinder.eCoriiidetatIon;are;.fuphOt6ia. lathr0 ana Tup trncallz.:1Vshrubs whose sap contains an emulsion of hydrocarbon in water.
While othPr 'plants also produce hydrocarbons directly, t ose pro-duced 'by Euphbrbia resemble the constituents' in ,petroleu . Such'plants 'might, Nobel laureate M estirrialek Orb ce theequivalent of 10 to 50 barrels4t iferkiere' or year at a cost f $10or less..;per barrel. Moleover; EuPhorbia thrives on dry,; marginal

Sever .'different crops couid be cultivated' simultaneously, a reportby th Stanford Research, Institute suggests, and side-by-side crop-
ping could allow year-round harvesting, in many parts of the world.
Such mixed cropping 'would also increase ecolOgical:diversit* mini;
mize soit depletiOn, and loWer the vulner,ability.:of energy Crops;
natural and'humariohreats.67 '

.ithti,sizttic reports bjr 'NASA National Space Technology Uabora-
, 'topes ;have focused attention on the energy potential in 'water hya-.

.:ciriths. Thought to have originated in Brazil, the fast-growing water
hyacinth now thrives in more than 50 'countries; it flourishes in..
the Mississippi, Ganges,' Zambeii, corigo, ai7c1 Mekong riverS, as
well as in remote .irtigatiOn canals 'and drainage' ditches around the
world. The government of Sudan is experimenting with the.anaerobic
digestion of thousandS of tons of hyacinths mechanically harvestee



the:White Nile. However, a recent Battelle LaYoratory'repOrt
,

dis-
coünts the richefitial commercial importance of water- hyacinths in-the

nitgd States, in park becau4e of-their winter dormarKy."4
AlgartS another potential fuel. Some cominon types44 this scummy,
nonvascular...plant have phenomenal growth rates. However, current
.barvesting techni'ilties.require large inputs of energy, the use of which

.;.:lovliers.tebe net energy output Of algae farming. Although solar drying
' Would. Improve the energy'. balance,- engineeriDg breakthroug4 are 1
needed before impressive pet energy yields can be obtained:,

Qrte of The 'more faseinating proposals for raisiis energy crops', calls
.fdr the cultivation of giant seaweed in the ocean...M Dr. Howard

-.T Wiles* manaSer of the Ocean Farm Project of the U.S. Naval Under-
sea Center in Sin Diego', points Out, "most of the,earth's solar energy
falls at sea;7 because the oceans cover some.71 percent of ,the surface

, area of the globe.'!:,Ths4Pcean Farm Project., an effort to cultivate,
nt-Califorpia kelp to capture somof thig enersy through ?jphoto-
thesis, presently covers ..a quarter-acre., Bdt the 'eXpertmental

operation will, .Wilcox hopes, eventually -be replaced by. an ocean
.: tarot 470 mues:sqttare. Such a sea field Could, theoretically, produce as 7-

muchnatioaegas is the l:15. Currently ?ort:Kimes.0
.-

: 1 ,

.
.

, i (..
Biomass can be transformed into, useful falls in mify ways; some.of it

. . . ..

iv:_which were developed by the Gerthans during the. petroleum short- :
''''' -ages of World War:11:Althoush one-third to two-thirdS of the energy

inlpiomass is lost in .meoft :conversion processes, the converted fuels
can.be used, much mdre %efficiently than:raw" Bionws. The :principal
technologies ndw being explored are ditect-om!rustion, kiairobiC '-

'digeWOn, pyrolysis, hydrOlysis,,,hydrogasifilation, and hydrogena-
,.. - .

L
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tion.

In the ifiddstrialized world, organic- energy is often recovered by
burnini; urban'. tlefuse. To produce industrial process steint
,tricity pr. both, .several combustion technologies can be einployed:

. : waterWall incinerators, slagging- incinerators-,: and incineratov tur-
bines. Biomass' can also be niixed with fossil fuels in conventional

-



bcillers, while fluidized-bed boilers can be used to burn such diverse
13ttEistances as lumber mill wakes, straw, corn cobs, nutshells; and
pionicipal wastes. \-7,

f
ce Araih piles up menacingly in muth of the urban World,,, cities -

can :490, to pay a premium 'for energy-generatine processes that
rechke the volume qf such waste. Urban trash lacks the consistency
of coal, but its low sulfur content makes it in attractive energy
source environmentally: F011owing the lead set by Paris and Copen--
hagen 50 years ago, several cities now mix garbage witk other kinds
of pOwer-plant fuel to reduce their solid waste volume, to recover
useful energy, and to lower the average sulfur content of their fuel.

,A $35 million plant in Saugus, MassachusettHffirn garbage from
12 towns: producing steam that is then sold to a n arby General

NElectric factory that hopes to save_ 73;000 gallons oFfuet oil per
day dn its newluel diet. 4 I

-

The. next eaSiest method of energy recoverric anaero ic digestiona
. .

teripsnting process performed by a mixture ot micro-organism3 in the
ab?Liti`ee /of oxygen. In anaerobic digestion, acichforming bacteria con-
vert wastes into fatty acids, akohols; and 'ajclehydes; then, meihane-,,..
forming bacteria convert the 4Cids to bloga0t1/411 biomass except wood
can be anaerobica119-digested, and the process 'has been recomendecl
for Ose -in breaking dowo agricultural residues and urban refuse."
Anaerobic digestion takes place in a water slurry, and the process 7
requires neither great qu'antities of energy nor exotic ingredients.
Anaerobicatiy digested, the dung from one cow will produce an aver-
age of ten cubic feet of biogas per aayabout enough to meet the

. dthly cooking requireinents of a typical Indian villager.

Many devetop,ing and some,industrial nations are returning to thii-qld
'technology/anaerobic digesyOn, for- a new source of energy. Bib4As
generators convert Cow dung, human is4ement,- and inedible agrictif-,7
tural residues into a miiture;of methane aAd carbon dioxide that also
contains traces of nitrogeni'hydrogen,:liid hYdrogen sulfide. Thirty
thOusandolistiCall biogas plants dot the Republic of Korea; and the

.People's Retieblit of China claims to have about two*million biogas
plang in operation."

50
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India has pioneered*efforts to tailor biogaS conversion to small-scale
ragionig -After the bPEC price increases of 19.73, annual gobar
e Iiinkword for cow dung) gas plant sales shot up first tcr 6,560 4s

:then to 13,000. In 1976, sales numbered 25,000. "We've reached
e-.off." Says H. R. Srinivasan, the program's director. "There's no

stopping Os .now:"

liv:iiddition to methane, other products can be derived from the bio--
.gasificatiOn of animal wasts and seWage. The- reSidue of combustion

As,arich fertiliier that retains all the original nUtrients Of the biomass
and Out also helps the soil retain water in .dry periods. At Aurobinclo

:Aihrim in Po9diCherry, India, wastes from cows, pigs, goos, and
chickens -will be gasified; the residue will be piped into ponds sup
poiting algae, aquatic plants, and fish grown for use as animal.fod
der; and treated effluentS'from the Ponds will be used to irrigate an
fertilize yegetable gardens. Uperience with biogts plants in "inte
grated farming systems" in Papua-New Guinea suggests khat theLhy;
products. of such controlled processes can, be even mo
than the methane."

In developing coUntries, decentralized blogical ene gy systems Jike
Pondicherrjr cOukkAtigget positive social chani& For

small, remote villages -with no, prospects of getting electricity from
central Power plants, biokas can provide relatively, inexpensive, high-
grade energy and fertilizer. Ram. fhix Singh,-i.prOminent Indian de-
veloger and proponent of gobar 'gas plantS,festimates that a small..
five-:a*;:plant will repay its investment in just four years." Larger

"profs serving whole -.villages ,are even more economically enticing.
However, where capital is scarce, the initial investment is,=:of ten diffi-
cult tO obtain. In India, tHe Khadi and Village Industriesmmission
promotes gobar plant Construction by granting subsidies and low-
interest. loans. The Commission underwrites one-firth of .the cost of
individtiaL plants and one-third of the cost of communitY plants. In-
the pooref areaS, the Commission pays up_to 100 percent of the cost
of Cooperative plants. '
In efforts to hold-clon the cost Of:gobar plants and to conserve both
scarce steel and cement in developing lands, researchers ate producing

. .
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.'1'.. new materials for use in digester construction. For example; a lrge
.cylindrical bag,.reinforced with nylon and equipped with a plastic in-
let and outlet4 c be installed in a hole in .the ground and weighted
.clown,in abciut otWffo r. The total cost can be as little as 15 Percent
-of ,that of COnveritional e t experimental models are,now .
being made:out of naturaLtbber, mud bricks, bamboo pipes, and
vaPious indigenous hard ods. In-general, the ideal biogas plant for
pciortrural communities would be labor4ntensive to build and operate .

andWourd be constructed of local materials. .
. ,c--..

The principal: problem plaguing Third World biogas plants are tem-
lierature shifts, which can slow down or halt cligestion. Low tempera=
tures are particularly troublesome in Korea and -China, ,where gas
production Slumps in winter when energy demands are. highest. Pos-
sible remedies include improving insülation, burying future facilities'

tal5e_advantage of sUbterranean heat, and, erecting vinyl .nr glass
:_.greenhouses over ;the:diges,terst,ta.trap_solar energy_for heating. Alter-

' - natively, StimeloP-tWias.:`prodlaced.in -the digester could be used to
heat ihe appaptus liseIR ';'' 4 ' I: . "

Alan Poole, a Wo conversion spe 1 a with the Institute for, Energy'.-r"list
. Analysik at Oa Ridge, estimates that methane p i duced at the rate

of 100 tons per day in a U.S. biogas plant would c
t

t less than $4.00
per million Btu's, which approximates the expected ost of deriving
commercial methane from coal:?4 In industrial countries, however,
the recent trend has been. away from anaerobic digestion. In 1963,

.' this Process was utilized i9 70 percent of the U.S. wastewater treat-
meat plants, but today it is being replacedespecially in smaller cities
and townsby processes that use more energy than they produce.
The'switch, which i's now taking place at a capital cost in excess of

.,.4 $4 . billlon annually, was pronipted largely b9-digisteE. failures. AI-
`-',:' tbough poor design and opetator error can both leIlcf ,to pH imbal-
': dnces or 'temperature fluctuations, the principal'e.ause..of unreliability

appears to be the presence of inhibitory materials,especially heavy
metals, synthetic:detergents, and other industrial effluents.

These same industrial contaminants can also cause serious problemf
-if the digested residues are used as fertilizer in agricultdre. Some of
these innibifory'substanceS can be separated routinely, but some will

5'2 %-



.,
have Id be cut off at the sourte and fed int& a different treatment

mess if exCrement is to be anaerobically digested.

:"Ariaitobic digeition.produces a mixture of gases, only one of which
-51

-'medipteis of value. .For Many purposes, the gas mixture can be
-used withntit.cleansing. But even relatively pkire methane' is easy to
obtain: HydrogerNulfide 'can be removed from biogas by passing it
ovek iron filings. Carbon dioxide can be scrubbed. out with lime water
(calcium. hydroxide). Water vapor .can be removed through absorp-.

The reMaining gas, methane, has a high extergy.content.
J. 3 ; ,

At
EilogaA plants have few-4;f§ti*tors bat some or. their prOponeMs fear
Itatthings are mciving to6 fast and that large sums of money may be
'Veisted" in inferior, facilities when significant improvements may

wait jutt aroundc.the corner: A recent ,report to the Ecbnomic Social
Commission for Asia and the Pacific said of the Indian biogas' pro-
gram that --the cost should be drastically reduced, the digester tem-
perature controlled during the winter months through the use of solar
energy and the greenhouse'effect, and the quality of the'effluent im-
proved,' before huge,amounts of scarce capital are sunk in biogas
technology. To these misgivings must be added those of many in the

'Third WorId who are afraid thatthe benefits of biogas plants-may fall
exclusively-or primarily to those who own cattle and land-jacceruat-
ing the gap between property-owners and the true rural pobr."

J:7

To qtiell the fears of those with -reservations about biogas develop-
ment, most government programs stress community plants and co-
operative facilities; and many countrieS are holding off on. major
commitments of resourCes to the current generation of digesters. But,
whether4ntaIL or large, sophisticated or crude, fuHy automated or
labor-irainSiire:,:privately-owned or public, biogas plants appear des-
tined for in intreasingly important role in the years ahead.

While hundreds of thousands, of successful anaerobic' digesters are
already in operation, many, other energy conversion technologies
are also attracting increased interest. Hydrolysis, for.example, can be
used to obtain ethanol from plants arid wastes with a high cellulose
content at an apparent overall conversion efficiency of about 25 per-

5 3 ,



cent. Thecelltilose is hyarolyzed 'into sugars, using either enzymes or.
chemicals; 'the sugar, in turn; is fermented by yeast into ethanol.. ts

52 Though most research on hydrolysis has thus far keen small in
scale, Australians have advanced proposals for producing sprodigious
quantities of . ethanol using eucalyptus wood as the base and concen-
trated' hydrochloric acid as the hydrolyziq agent. Ethanql so Pro-
duced could substitute for a large share of Australia's riding oil im-

I ports.70.
*r ;

Pyrolysis is Ave :clOstructive distillaiion of organic matter in the ab-s
sence of oxtgen. At temperatures above 500°C, pyrolysis requires

atmosp eric pressure to produce a mixture of gases, light oil,
and .a flaky mharthe prpportions of each being a function of
operating conditions. In particular, this process recommends itself",for
use with woody biomass that cannot be digested anaerobically..

True pyrolysis is. endothermic, requiring an external, heat source.
Many systems loosely termed "pyrolysis" are actually hybrids, lem-

, : ,..ploying combustion at sontê stage to produce heat. Three of the
'dozen or so systems now Under. development are far enough long
to warrant.comment. T.he Garrett "Flash Pyrolysis" process in Ives
no combustion, but its end product la corrosive and highly vi cous.
oil) has a ro* energy content. The Monsanto,"Langare gas-pyr lysis
process cari' be used 'fo produce steam with an overall efficien of
54 percent. The Union Carbide "Pu,rox" system, a high-temper re
operation with a claimed efficiency of 64 percent, uses pure oxyge
in its combustion stage and produces a law-Btu gas."

Hydrogasification, a process in which A carbon source is treated with
'hydrogen to produce a high-Btu gas, has been well studied for use
with coal. But further 'research is needed on its potential use with
biomass%since, for example,, the high moisture content .of biomass
.may alter' the reaction. Similarly, fluidized-bed tech\niques, which
work 'w,e11, with coal, may require a more uniform size, shape, density,
and chemical composilion than biomass often provides. Experimental
work on the aPplication of fluidized-bed technologies to biomass
er fuels is now being conducted b.y the U.S. Bureau of Mines in Bruce-
town, Pennsylvania.
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"The selection of energy systemszill
be partially dictated by the type of hiel

desirecl: thvends will specify the means."
-

."41.

Hydrogination, the chemical reduction of organic matter with carbon
monoxide and steam to produce a heavy oil, requires pres-sures great-
er than 100. atmospheres. The U.S. Energy Research and Develop- 53
Runt Achninistration IS paying' for a $3.7-thillion pilot plant..at Al-
bany. Oregon; at the Albany, plant, hydrogenation will be used tO tap
the energy in wood w'astes, u'rban refuse, and agricultural residues,

The selection of energy systems will be partially dictatedliy the type
of fuel desired: the ends will specify the Means. In a..sense, the de-
velopment. of bkilogical energy sources is a conservative, strategy,
!since the products resemble the fossil fuels that currently comprise
most of the world's commercial -energy use. Some fuels derived from
green plants could be pumped through existing natural gas pipelines,
and others could power existing ,automobilas. Nuclear power, in
contrast, _produces onlY electricity, and converting to an energy sys-
tem that is mostly electrk would entail major cultural changes and
enormous capital expenditures.

Biomass processes can be designed to produce solids (wood and char-
coal), liquids (oils and alcohols), gases (methane and -.hydrogen), or
electricity. Charcoal, made through the destructive distillation of wood,.
has been used forat least .10,000 years. It has a higher. energy content
per unit of weight than does wood; its combustion .temperature is
higher, and it burns more slowly. However, .four tons of wood are
required to produce one ton of charcoal, and this charcoal has the
gnergy content of only two tons'of wood. For many putposesin-
gluding firing boilers for electrical generationthe direct use of wood
is. preferable. Charcoal; on the other hand, is better suited to some
specialized applications, such as steel-making.

Methanol and ethanol are particularly useful bionOofuels. They are
octane-rich, and. they can be easily mixed with gasoline and used in
ekisting .internal combustion engines. Both were commonly blended
with gasoline, at up to 15 to 25 percent, respectively, in Europe be-
tween 1930 and 1950. Brazil recently embarked upon a $500-million
program to dilute all gasoline by 20 percent with ethanol made from
sugar cane and casava. Meanwhile, several major U.S. corporations
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Are 4,2wing keen.interest in methanol. These alCohols could also fuel .

lowoolluting external Combustion ingines.".
. .

.
The gaseous fuels produced from bibmass can be burned directly .to
cobk food or to provide industrial process heat. They can also be
uSed to power pumps oi generate electricity. Moreover, high quality
itsei such as methane or hydrogen can toe economically moved long
0kstances via ,pipeline; A "synthesis gas" consisting of hydrogen and
carbon monoxide was manufactured from cokein most U.S. towns at

4 the turn of the century; know4popularly asTi!,i'town jt was
. ,piped to homes for lighting and cooking....kAnilar

ight make sense today for was rich in treeStfit floor in. the type ofr.
biomass needed for anaerobic digestion. Synthesis gas cah be further
processed into methane, methanol, ammonia, or even gasoline.

The price in constant dollars for oil-based fuels declined during the
1.50s and 1960s, partly because uses were found for more and more
of the by-prodUcts of the refinihg process. Similarly, as theresidues
of biological energy processes find users, the production of fuels
from biomass will grow more economically attractive.

Many biomass schemes reflect the assumptioqjhat energy crops can
supply food as well as fuel. Even the plans' tvt.,cultivate islands of

-deep-sea kelp include schemes for harvesting Azilone in the kelp beds.
Many inergy..crOps, including water hyacinth's; have proven palatable
to cattle and other animals, once solar 'dryers have reduced moisture
to 3ipphspriate levels.

More sophisticated by-product development has. also been planned
by students of chemurgy, the branai of applied chemistry concerned
with the industrial use of organic raw materiais. In the 1930s, deorge
Washington Carver produced a multitude of industrial products rom
peanuts, while Percy Julian derived new chemicals from vegetable bus.
And, for the record, the, plastic trim on the 1936 Ford V-8 wgs ma
from soybeans. g,i,r

Organic fuels can bear many different relationships to other products.
Sometimes the fi.lels themselves are the py-products of efforts to

AII
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produce food (e.g sugar), natural fibers (e.g., paper), and -lumber ;.

' or viltood chemicals, (e.g., turpentine). Sometimes the residues of fuel-
producing processts,, may be turned' into plastics, synthetic fibers;
detergents, lubricating oils, greases, and vrious chemicals. .

;
-

rgy systems ire ftee of the;inore frightening drawbacks
associated Arid% tturrent eriergy..source TheY will produce no bomb- .

grade itiatettits.nor radioactive wastes. In equilibrium, biologicaloen7 .

ergy sources will contribute no more carbon dioxidello the atmog
phere -thah 'they pill remove through photosynthesis; and switching
.to biomass conversion will 'reduce the cost of air pollution control
since the raw materials containjess sulfur and ash than many other
fuels'do.- Indeed, some biological energy systems would have positive
envilonmentalimpactsv-Reforestation projects will- control soil ero=
Sion, retard sthahorf of dams and improve air civality': X!)ne type of
biomasc.water 'hyitinths; ,can control certain forms of water pollu-
Lion, *Wlide.others reinove.mAnY air pollutantsq

Withilut Wise management, however, bidlogiCal 'energy systems could

.
engender rnajor environmental menaces. The most efemnta0e danger
issociated With biomass 'production js robbing the soil Of its`essential

.
nutrientt If criticarchemicalS in the soil are not recycled, this "re-_
neve5able' energy resource will produce barren wastelands.

.

. ,.Recycliog 'nutiients can,
. alas, 'bring its own probleMs. First, if- in-

dtistrial wastes are included in the recycled. material, toxic residues
'may build up in the soil. SOme evitlence suggests that certain con-
tarninantsespecially such heavy m&als as cadmium arid mercury

...are 'taken up by some crops. Secqnd, ;Some ,disease-causing agents,
OspeCially viruSes., may, survive sewage treatment,' processes.. Many of
these potefitial infectants found in, wasies can 'be controlled Simply by

;4, aging the sludge before return* it,, to the soil. But, 'during out-
breaks of particularly virulent. di-spites, huinan exCrement
to be treatei by other means, suclYils pasteurilation, before being ,ap-
plied to agricultural rands.

Because,of the_ relatively low efficiency with whieh plants capture,
sunlight,. huge surfaces will be "needed to grpw large amounts of
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biomass. IffsbiolOgical efiergY farms sigpificantly alter is ing pat!
terns of stirfacs vegetation ,. the,reflevity ond the water-absorption
patterns or immense tracts of land could change. Moreover, new de- ,

rnends for gig4ntic tracts of land mYy etentUally intrude. tipon public
reserves; wetlAds, and wilderness areas:

,

Pcean. farming Can so overboard too. The 'surface of the deep ocean
is largery Iãrren or plant nutrient& and large-scale ikelp farming of
the deep ocçan .might Involve the 'use of wave-driv,eh pumps o ptill
cold, nutrie t-rich water from the depths up to the surface. .4
100,000 a er e arm might regime .the upwelling of as muck,a,s,pvo bit-
lion totis of watti. 'a day, with u4nownficonseqdences fel- the marine'

:,-environment.Dee'p waters also Contain..more inorganic earbbn,' thap .

:Surface waters do,-, upWelling such waters would entail the release oB.'
carbon dioxide 'into the atmosphere, (Ironically, a classic defense of
biologic energy systems haebeen thit they wOuld av6id the build--
up tf atmospheric CO2 associated With the combustion Of fossil
fuels.) All. these effects. might.be, Somewhat mitigated if ocean farMs
were located .in cooler regions to the north and south, where the
temperature difference between stirface waters and deep waters is less.

. If ilie quest for energy leads to the planting of geneticaily similar
crops, the. resulting monocultures will suffer from the threats that
now plague high-Yielding food <grains. Vulnerability .to pests _could,
necessitate widgpread application of long-lived pesticides. An eternal
evolutionary.,,race woo' ld begin between ,plant breeders and blights,
rots, and fungi. Moreover, biological energy systems are 'themselves
vulnerable to external environmental impacts. A globil cooling trend,
for example, could significantly alter the growing season and the net
ameunt of. biomass an area could produce.

.

Using biomass conversion requires caution and respect for the un- '
known. If the eftpanded use of biological energy sources in equatorial
countries resulted in the spread. of harvesting technologies designed
for use in temperate zones, dire effects could Follow. If the biomass
fuels became items of world trade instead of instruments of energy in-
dependence, the sacking of Third World forests bY multinational
lumber and paper companies could be aceelerated.

#
5 8
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"The broad social effectis of bicdtki4l:.
energy systems,drfy pat pstdittynt!';'

a

r

effecti of biological energy systems detY pat predic-
tions.Ziological energy systems could, for example, be designed to be'

. labor-intensive and highly decentralized, but there is no- guarantee 5 7
that they will evolVe this way-of their own accord. Like 41 innov- .

tionc.they must be carefully monitoredrlike. all reiources,-They must
betlid to promote equityand not the narrow itterests 'cif the elite. ,

1'
Photosyhthetic rtiels can contribUte:significantly to the world's Com-
niercloi energy sdpply. Some of t ge solid, liquid, and gaseous fuels
are:rith"In energyOind most..kan e easily stored and transported. ,
Mint po er can, without queition, rovide a large source, of safe,

ng, relatively inexpensive energy. But all ene systems
have rtain mtractable limits.' For photosynthetic systems, hese in-

. dude the availability .df.sunlight and the nadowneas of the radiation
range within which photosynthesis fan occur. Access to land:Water,

vind riutrients will air set production boundaries. And, at a more
profound level, we must ask how' much Of the total energy that'
.drives the .biosphere.can be safely diverted to the support OE a single
species, Homo sapiens.

Storing Sunlight .

Jets and ti-uCks cannot ruictIy onesunbeams. At night, of courSe,
nothing 'can. Solar en diffuse, intermittent, and seasonally
variable to .harness directly to'gerve some human needs. Of course,
interruptions of various Znds plague all energy systems., and storage
problems are not unique to- renewable power sources. Electrical
power lines snap, gas and oil pipelihes crack, dams run low during.:

drough ts,-E-end nuclear-- powerplahts__trequently_need _repairs_ and'
maintenaike. A wind turbine on a good site with sufficient stohte
capacity to handle a 3.0-.hour rull could, Dahish physicist Bent*re'n-
sen has showrtNdeliver power as reliably as a typical moder9;ntdear,
powes plant. Reliability is thus a relative concept."

. .
Sometimes the intermittent nature of an energy source causes. no
problems. ror example, solar electric facilities with no storage capa-
city can be used to meet peak 'demands, since Virtually all areas have

5 9
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----- th'eir peak 'electrical demancIS durnAg dayhght hoursome users, such-
aifertilizer producers, maY find that an intermiitent energY source

;8 satisfies their needs, And sometimes two intermittent sources- will
complement gech other. For exampli wind speeds are uivally highest
when The'sun is not shining; so vtind and*olar devices cari,of ten be

tively used in tansiem. ,y I

...
ften, ho4ever;,energy must belstOied.uite oPlion is to. store energy

: as heat. 1..ow.temperature heat kir warMin$ bdildings, Eck ,example,
can be temporarily stored in such substances as vyater or:gavel; in

.
fact! Aubstantial short-ttrm heat storaieicaPaciti caebt econothically,

se esigtetl Olt° the streclural mass of new builcolings. For longer per.i-.
ukectic (phase-clranging) selts are a cOm'pact, effective ltpuge A.,

. ; tpiiti.ten..Higher-,temlieratute heat,s suitable for generating selectpcity
'iiiik,'; ca-n7W stored in hot oil Or perhapvin molten sodium. A 1976 rt

lob tkeu,S. Electric FrOiveL ResearcR Institute rated thermal rage
leltiing-Vilth pumped .bydrctstorage irk( comptesSed air storage) as ,

nitFe most promisin *puns for dC entral utilities-64? ,-
'"*4 s. , 1

....

is,iiitj r ; ar enthusiasts ate intrigue& by 44 gen storage systetns.94='
0,0.. The disErnguished Brifisli scientist and Writer . B. S. Hardane. prey.

-diced : in a lectu4 given WCambridgegCniversitr !ri -1?23 thlik

'.,Mills working 'elect& rritOK.' Haldane then,'-we:nt on: ,. -,
.

England would eventuAy tuin-4or energy. to "rov of metallic-wind-

* . , 0 ;.
.. ...., ..

-J , At suitable-AlistanceS, tl;ere'I'vill eat power. stations
....pliere dthing windy.' wea ther th6 surplus wer: will' be

iiied.: for th7,-gectrolyfic deconipAtNon, -...o ' ater into ... :

t.:--.7--,.,
, OxYgen, and NydrOgen. TheSe gaseS*Uill'IDeArv fie& and -. '

.....: .. ,
. . . .

.

..,. .
stOred. in vast vacunrnjatke0d:r'eservitirs, pro ,a ly stink.. .4

?. 44. in 'tkitgrOuncl:,:.. In tirpOcif talm,,,the gases &ill bete-J.-
.

)
0

..-

k .. 41,1.. :!!:, p:Iodu0e. electricksenergy onceinpre, qr. morel .robably`.;
.'! s -7VirtoxIdation:Cells.8I -et., ---.; ,:. s 1.. ,. .

., . *. . ... ..). !i.
-.- L 1,' ,,1 . : :..046',. ,

Litt)e;:;has i3ee d e to-.,.adv'knce lerge7scale hyOroSen° usage..Sinte
Haldane Stertled arnbridge with tis'-visigismOre.lhafi; a. lialfcentirry

gOf. Theireason . or tlielapse i4s eas,en6igh 4 :to fathom; fosSil fuels :.,. .,
i5 . ,

-9 -if ' "s
,,.. 1 . IA 1,1 - *'

,..s
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Were-fOrderaderso cheap that.hydrogen co;41d not be made cOrnpeti-
' : ave. In recent yearl,,interest in hydgbn has rovived, partly because

'this fuel hqs.lseen used sa suCcessfully in space exploration prograrhs 59
.anu partly because natural gas companies have gradually begun. to
&Waken from their "pipe dreams" of endless natural gas supplies.

sln*

*4

Under some grana schemes, hydrogen would someday substitute for
: all nat ral gas, replace all autornobile fuel, and ,, satisfy mud, of
7'';';1 industry s y demand ai well., But the rhOst-far-fetched .of

such plans' for a ".h en konom " 'MaginAtion. he
euiest way to mikr...h dro an by re-forming d
carbons) is by electro yzing water; the United States ,would have to

..*1 triple its. pesent electrical generating caPacity hi order to substitute ,
hydroid! For, the natural gas ienow useseven if it. were' v devote'

.- all its electrilsify to the task. . . \
' Hydrogen .01 oduction poseVa technical, prph:Sient but it is one that

;-

may eventu II t,tolkt a cheap technical' solution. In fact, sorne
gromising resd cli. is n9w being conducted on biological production

Wocesses and On, teem ues ,for using high-tionperature solar heat, to
±: sp water leculd irriahyd0agen and ox7gen. In the meantime,
, hydi ecommends itself for use in storing and transporting en-
, . ergy roin intermittent sources of power. Easily stored as a pres-

surized s, as a sUperkooled liquid, or id metal hydrides, hydrogen
=-",": can als lbe. tcansported. lo g distances more economically than elec-

: .. troicity ái tan be used fuel cells (Where it can be efficiently con-
rted int ectrkity i. centraliied facilities). Pressurized hydrogen,

s ib:e br ttle;Some eta1 s. and allos, but the importance' of this
,-- prriblein ha probably tree riigerated.82'''

'At tio '
a-

Pumped hy ro-storage involve4 using stirplus power to pump water._ ;
..' . From a lower reservoir to an elevated one.'Then, when'power isq-ceicli

edi the Water is allowed to,:,flow baci tp the lower ppol throu -.4";ftii;-c

'bine. Pumped hlidt*toitaga,is,alrea ''used-with cotiventiO '4:CoWet ..
' plants around' the virotlii.i; in dile futufe mey..be crossbred ..with "nd-
.;.: wer technologies. The use of wind ergyb'dechned in De ka;. klf century ago in4art b se "wind muscle" coald rich: comptte

' .14tionomically with c eap, ..
plus Swedish hydropoWers. Now Chat

.1 .,

or.

. .
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demand for electricity has incseased in bcffh countries,--b6th are seri-

40
ou'lly.,considering investing in a hybiid system. Danish wind power
could replice some Swedish hydropower when the, wind blows, and
any surplus wind power could be used to pump downstream Niter
beck into some of Sweden's reservoirs. Sweden might also ptirkt4
wind power independently. The Swedish State Power Board. hasd'e-f.),
termlnedt that 5,000 megawatts of wind-power capacity cld sbei
linked With current hydro-electric facilities without providing extra ,

storage. Such a combination of wind power and hydropower wbuld
make sense in many places: when a dam has 'excess, capacity and
could generate Inore electricity without adding !time turbines if only it
hel4mpfe water, a hybrid system fits the bill. The Bonneville Power
Achrilnistration is CIpnsidering the integration 6f wind turbines into itS
extensive hAiro-electriC system in the northwestern United States.

-1.
Itnother form of mechanical storage itavolites pumping pressurized
ail', into natural reservoirs (e.g., depleted oll,ind gas fields), man-made
taverns (including :abandoned 1,,mines); or smaller specially-made '

storage tanks. Air stored in thi? mahner is released as needed to
,.-r drive turbines or to run machinery. For 'almost four decades; design-

.;ell' have studied large-scale piimped-air 'storage proposals-, --but-the 0

/kit commercial unit is just be' Ilif completed. Located in Huntorf,
WeM germany, the system will sto the surplus power generated by

.i. nuclear pactorsduring periods of low poWer-demand.33
4 . '--,Still another approach to mechanical Agrage involves rapidly rotat-

Ang flywheels in environments that ire ;almost ,friction-free. Recent
major, advances in' materials now allow the congtruction of "superfly-
wheels' whose higher spinning speeds enable thefn to store large -
airtounts of itiergy in_satber srnalLareas.,_Flywheels__dtuid-, in theary,
.,

....;-..4e made small and efficient enough to propel individual autonioliiles.
Ttey haNie already been used in pilot projects oh trolleys and 'buses,
to recapture the energy that would otherwise be lost during braking.

Ithough superflywh els seem -attractive at firg bluB, significante
n'is remain; and ese devices are siiine years away from wkde-
'C'Ornmercial .

... ...
tricity 'cap- be stored direNy in batteries. Existiit batteries are-

ther -expensive, haye low power and energy .-densities, and do not
., e

e ")
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"Olferall, t e storage requirements for a
'. society based on renewable energy

sources may prove comparable to those
. of an all-nuclear society."

. .:t
7.., ; l

last long. However, experimental.hatteries, some of which. may prove
economical and feasible when used with intermittent energy sources,
May soón enter.the market. Metal-gas batteries, like the zinc-chloride 61cell, use inexpensive materials and hav7 relatively high energy ilensi-
ties. Alkali-metal batteries perform very well, but operate at high,
temperatukes, and existing models suffep from short life spans. A
number Of' other battery possibilities are being investigated And some
promising preFminary research resuilts are now emerging."

4' 1.

Base-load sotNeeiA electricity, such as coal plants and rxticléa, plants,
also require stOrage. Such facilities cannot be geared up-"ahd down to
follow the peaks arid valleys of electr,ical usage; they produce power
at aoteady-rate, and surplus, power .f rom ,non-peak hours must be
stored for the periods of heaviest demand. For base-load plants, the
cost of itorage varies with the degree to which consumer usage is not
constant 24 hours a day.,For solar sources,- the storage costs vary
with the :"extent to which usage does not coincide tieith the, normal
daytime sunlight cYFle. Wind power is less predictableR'but at choice
sites tends to' be 'quite consta'nt. Storage problems witti:hydropower ',c

and biomass systems are minimal. Overall, the storage' requirements
for .a. society based on iehewable energy sourees may prove compara-

tble tO those of an all-nuclear society, ,
,

% Storage ranks high among the uncer.tain'tie4 that' _impede the use of
long-term iperu souttes. Although9 studi4;',1.1ave been performed,
rwrie had,Ystablighed Wivich storage syste'rhs will'have an economic
edge. It is clear, howeve%-that storage .clevic should he carefully'
keyed to the'actual quality wof energy needed 416r a particular end-use,

...,and that electricity should never be produced and stored for a job
goiring only low-grade. heat. In storage as in production it-

. ,s". thermodynarriics will be crucial.

Tu g Toward the Sun
41

-

Weare not running.out of energy. But we.are running out of cheap
oil and gas. We are.tunningThut money,..jo pay fort doubling and,
redoubling an already vast 'energy supply .siSternv We'ire rufming out

.

`.
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of political willingness to accept the social costs of ebntinued rapid

energy expansion. We arizunning out of the environmental capacity
62 needed to handle the, pollutantf, generated in conventional energy

pioduction. And we are rurtri'n:ig- out of time to adjust to these new

realitiei. .

Hmmanitina is no closer today than it was two decades ago to finding
a:replacement for oil, and the rhetbric that public officials lal(ish up-

oh the energy "crisis" is still not being translated ,into aCtion;:?,Moi,st. -:

energy policy continues to be ttimed as though it ivere addieSS110:0
problem that our grandchildren -tvill inherit. But the energy crisis it'
our crisis. -Oil ahd natural gas are our principal means of bridging

f today with tomorrow, and we are burning our bridges. ,
. . -3, , !3',

The energVtrisis aemanas rapid decisions, but VolicieS must never-
theless be formulated with an eye to their wide-reaching.implications.

The world will not undergo a major energy transition without AO 4i.

undergoing fundamental social and political changes. The changes

some energy alternatives dictate may be preferable to others, but some

forth Of fundamental change is ineyitable." .

_. er i. '
If small-scale,' decentralized renewable- ergy teChnologies Were.

embraced, few aspects of modern life would go unaffected.:-'ParmS :

would.begin to rely on wind power, solar heaters, and waste cOhirer,.'

. sion, technOlog. s to supply a large fractton of their energy .hee4S.

Food ',Storif0 and" preparation would,similarly grow dependent upon ,

solarladWered :,technOlogieS.:;. GradhallY, meat.:-consuMption in the

industtial w 4:1 14, would drOP, and the food-processing industry Would

(become

more nergy-efficient an0 kss pervasive in its impact on iets.

In the new- energy era, transportation wo4ld *be weaned fr 'its

petroleum base even as improv.ed commwiications and int ligene

city planning began tb eliminate pointless ftsavel. Energy efficiency

and ioad factors would become important Criteria in evaluating trans-

port modes, And ihe costs of travel would reflect these values...Bicycles
wouldbegirSto account for an important fraction of commuter traffic,
as Well 'at of other : Short triPs. And freight would be trantferred
herevit possible frorntrucks and planes onto more efficient.modes,
especiallY trains and ships.

te7. / 6 4
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If bieivere to.opt for the best renewable-energy technologies, britkl-
. luta 41uld be engineered to talurfulkadvantage of their environmenN.
MOrk end more of the energy 0fii0ed 'for heatipg and cooling would 63
lKsiet!ived directly froth the suri.'.0sing low-cbst photoi;oltaicssjiat

'',400itArt sunlight directly .into electricity, many buildings 'could even-
Waif become energy lelf-sufficient. New jobs and professiods would.
develop Aron& the 'ef for t to exploit sunligh t, Cour ts would be
forted to con ider tht "right" of building owners ncieto have their
sunshine blocked. by neighboring structures. .
While industry would doubtlessidurri to:Coal for mUchcOrit'Vene gy
during the transition plod, eventually it would also draw-itk pri-

. mary mow from nature flows. Thus, energy availability would play. .
an, importat role in determining the locations of future factories. Th,e
suitshine-rich,n4Ons of the Third World, where raw materials and
renewable energy:;s4rces are most 'plentifttlkould become hew Cen-

. ttti- of economic prbductivity. The across-af&bpard 'substitution of;-,.
clieap fuel for human labor would be halted: Recycleclmetels, fibeys,.;

other materials worbld become principal sources of raw materiale:
egn as energy repositories, manufactured products would necessari-

become more durable and would be designed to be easily rePaired
,z;'

d recycled..
.

rUsing small, decentralized, and safe technologies Makes sense from
a systems-marragement pointi of view. -Small units could be added
incrementally if' r:isitlg demands required thee and they would, be
much easier than large neW' facilities 'to -integrate smoothly into an
,energy_ systein. Small, Simple ,sorirces. coUld be installed in a Matter
iifTweeks or months; -.large, complex facilities. often require years
anii even decades to erect. If gigantic power plantS were displaced by
thousands of smaller units dispersed near the points of end-use, econ-
omies of size would become relatively less imp tant vis-S-vis eeo.
nomies of mass production. Technology would a ain concern itself
with simplicity and elegance, and-vast systems wit elaborate control
mechanismsNould become exAct as. more appthpriately scaled facirli-
ties evolved.87

To decentralize power sources is in a sense to act upon ihe principle
ot "safety in numbers." When large 'amounts of- power art produced .

4.:5)....
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at indiGidual facilities or clusters of plants, the continuedaTeration
- of these plants becomes' crucial to society. Where energy prptruil,lon

64 is centralized, those seeking t. coerce or simply to 'disrupt the-Com-
' letuinity can easily acquire cons derable leverage: for exawle, a leader

o the British electrical work recently, noted that rthe miners
brciught the country to its knees i eight.,weeks," but that his co-
workers "'could do it in eight minutes."' Disruption need nt be

,r2;',:t,Frikentiatia.1 eithel. Human error or natural phenomena can easj
energy networks that serve wide areas, while use of di th.se

71, &centralized sources could practically eliminate such problems.
h

.+* *licrifever, research on direct and indirect solar sources will.not'auto-
maticallY produce devices that meet. the tIP/erse'needs of the, lobrld's .

Ipeoples, Every technology extbodies the vahles and conditions of the
. society it was designed to serve. Most significant research on sustain- ,

.abletnergy sources has been carried out in industrialized countries;
.

'technological advances have therefOre reflected the need% of ,societies
,wtith temperate cliniates'. high-per capita -inomes. abundant material
reSburces, sophisticated. technical infrastructures; ensive labor,
gpod cOmmunicatiorl and transportation' systems

we leelcl

indeed, two-thirds Of the U.S. solar energy r6earch

rt ca tny,ed :

maintenance personnel. :Such' societies," are,' wire kre
et is-devqted

' to the generation of electricity.°0
. t

Clearly, .4ome of t findings of research conducted in such nations ,

are not' easily or y_transferred to sociedfs with tropical climates
: .. low 'per -capita inc es, few material ,resources, stunted technical
.., infrastroctures, dtea labor, poor, communications, and only fledg-

ling maintenancitjo Most people in the world do not have electri-
7...

cal outlets or ihything to plug into them. What 'they need are cheat:0
fitolar cooker', inexpensive irrigation pimps, srhyle crop dlyers,-

. . small solar furnaces. to fire bricks, and pther basic tools.
' '

With the traps of technology transfer in 'mind, some argue that a .

major solar researCh'and development effort, on the part oT, the in-L ,
dustrialized world cannot spe* to the true needs of the poorer

.. countries., This argument contains a kernel .of truth in a husk of .
miaundeirstanding. Countries cari choose to learn from each other's

, 4 ' 'f
.'.;,.' ',. ;., ; ' ,

.
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"Most people in the world.do not
. . have electrical outlets or anythihg to

plug 'Into them."

-_,Ilkparience; but .ea5h country must view borrowed knowledge
info* the lens of lts own unique culture, rpources, geography,-
and institutions. The differences .between such industrialiied lands as Aq
apn and France merit note, but the diffeiences between some Third-, .`"'"

40untriet May be more striking than the similarities. SurWam
(wIthed,Vartnual per.cppita income of $810) has ;energy problems and
poontialsolutionsAhat boar little- resemblance* those of Rwanda
(with an annyal * capita income of about,\40). And national
wealth4s not the onky relevant difference. The tasks for which energy-

:is *ceded vary from'country, a country. In some, the most pressing
need may be for, energy to run the pumPs that/bring witer from a
deep water table to.the parched surface. In lahdswith more-abundant

. water suppliet, cboking fuel may be:in desperately short supply. The .

availability of, sustainable resources may also differ. One region may
have ample hydroPower potential, another strong winds, and a third
profuse direct sunlight. Su,ccessful tethnology transfeis require a
keen sensitivirActo such differences.,

. ,

'Some disillusioned solar resetrchers in both inderialized and
agrarian countries contend, tha,t the major impedime tb solar' di:' Vidopment has been neither teehnical (the devites.work) no economic
(many simple deVices can be cheaply made). Iristead,' they claim, the

..problems,have social and cultural roots.'Many; Third W Id leaders
have not wanted to settle for "secondtrate"!' renewab energy re-
sources while the industrial world flourisli4 on dil a nuclear pow-
er. Often,,officials in charge of new ,technblogies, suc as windmills,

'hare
been 'linable 'tb firfd technicians who could maintain and repair

the systems. Occasionally, people.' given solar equipment have re-
fused to use it because the rigid time requirements of solar technology
dishipted their daily routines or because the direct use of sunlight
defied their cultural traditions.

,Many of these attitudinal impediments may now be vanishing as' the ,

'global South begins to develop its own research and devefopment
Capacity. The indigenous technologies born of this new capability
may prove quite compatible with T'hird Wqrld needs. Brazil's large
ethanol program, India's gobar gas plants, and the Middle East's
growing fascinatitm with solar electric technologies can all bode
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.well fot4e future of.renewable energy resources. At the same time,
the. people of: the Third World, stunned by a simultaneous shortage
of fircwood and petroleunt may be more willing than they.wele a few ..
years ago to adopt solar solutions. - J

In mktch of the global North as well, ,solar technOlogies are bein:g em-
braitd e. as important future options. ' In Japan, the SpViet Union,
France, 'and the United States, renewable resou.rces are .increasiiigly

rbeins viewed se major components oE future energy planninis. Some
of the innovative research in these countries cOuld well hold global
significance., .

4". _
r.. I

, .-.
',The ittr:itqlons -of Sunlight, wind, running water, and ire,en plantsi

as energy ,,ii9 es,, are self-evicknt. Had industrial. civilization b
, built opon 5 lii.larms of energy "income" instead' of on the ener
'stored in: fOssi pets. any proposal to convert to coal or uranium.:
: the world's future energy' would doubtless be vieWe.Pvvith increduldus
1 horror. The current prospect, however, is the reverse7a shift 'from
Itrouble-ridden-sourtes to; more sttrattive`ones. Of the possible Worlds
i we might choose to build, a'solar. powered one appears most inviting.
L- -

'

-

. 0

48.
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1. By far the largest fraction of current commercial solar usage is of biomas
in'many Third World.countriis, firewood, dung; and crop residues constitute
.90 'perceritt of all energy use. Calculations regarding, the magnitude 'of this 7

usage can In found in Arjun Makhijani and Alan Poole, Energy and Agri-
, 'culture in the Third World .(Cambridge, Mass.: Ballinger, 1975), and D.F.

Earl, Forest Energy and Economic Development (Oxford: Clarendon Press,
1975). 4-1ydropowee ranks next, providing more than one-fifth of all elec-

',..tricity and about 3 percent of all end-use enerA..See United Nätions, World .
Energy Supplies: 1950-1974 (New YOrk: DepNrment of Economic and So-
cial Affairs, 1976).

F. deMinter and J.W. clikiWinter, eds. Description of the Solar Energy
&D Programg in Many Nlifrons (Santa Clara, California: Atlas Corpora-

tion, Febxuary 1976).

3. I am indebted to Profgssor Theodore Taylor of Princeton University for
suggesting this analysis. 'More information on tIte Ca. problem can be ob-
tained in Stephen H. Schneider, The Genesis Strategy: Climate and Global
'Survival (New York: Plenum Press, 1976); Bert Bolin, Energy and Climate,
(StockhUlm: Secretariate' for Future Studies, 1975); W.S. Broeker, "Cli-
mate Change: Are We on the Brink of a Pronounced Global Warming?"
Science, August 8,1'1975; P.E. Damon and' S.M. Kunen, "Global Cooling?"
gcience, August 6 1976. The problems' associated with a 'plutonium econ-
otny are elaborated in Denis Hayes-Nuclear Power.: The Fifth Horseman
(Washington, D.C.: Worldwatch Institute, 1976).

I_

4. An ovefliew of the major c mponeMs of thy U.S. fusion program can be
obtained from the Energy.Rese rch and Development' Adminisfration,,Fusion

. Power by Magnetic Confine nt Program Plan, Volumes I, II, III, and IV'
(Washingtbn, D:C.: July 1 6). For an excellent survey of the technical
problems faced by fusion written from an optomistic viewpoint, see David
J. Rose and Michael Feirtag, "The.Prospect for Fusion," Technology,Revieui, .

December 1976. For a more skeptrCal appraisal, see the three-part,kries by
William Xitreti,."Fusion Power: What is the Piogram Buying the country?"
Science, Wile 25, 1976; "Fusion Research:' Detailed Reactor Studies kelentify
More Problems," Science, Jtily 2, 1976; "Fusion Research: Kim- Interest in f.!air

, Fusion-Assisted Breeders," Science, July 23, 1976. v
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"it
5..Comprehensive overviews of solar energy can be found in Farrington
.Daniels,,Direct Use Of the Sun's Energy (New York: Ballantine Books,
1974).and B.J. Brinkworth, Solar Enirgy.for Man (New York: John Wiley
and Sons, 1972). Tv more recent articles in Technology Review
excellent analyses of the solar potential: Walter .E: Morrow, Jr., "Sola Ener-

& 1(-ovide

gy: Its Time is Near," December 1973, and Jolin B. Goodenough, "The Op-
tions for Using the Sun," October-November 1976. The .most exhaustive ,

survey of. all renewable energy technologies remains Wilson Clark, Energy
PP' Survival (Garden City, New, Yd): Anchor Prels/Doubleday, 1974). A
recerit4orrvey of U.S. corporate interest in severalof these tecl*ologies is

'. Stewart W Herman and James S. Cannon, .Erfirgy jutures (New:York: In-
'form, Inc., 1976). 4.......

. . .

6. Insight into the' many vital but unnoticed functions performed for human-
itincl by the sun can be gleaned from .Frarrk Von Hippel and Robert H. Wil-
liams, "Solar Technologies," Bulletireof the Atomic Scientists, Novem-
ber 1975, and Steve Baer, "Clotheslin'e Paradox" The Elements, November
1975. The temperature estimate for 4 sunless earth was Prov d. in 'Vincent

.-E. McKelveY, "Solar Energy in Easili- Processes," Techn. olog !view. Npril.
1975. .

. ..

.
. . .. . . ,

7.-John V. Krutilla and R. Talbot Page, "Energy. Policy. from' an.Environ-
.

mental Peripective,". in Robert J. Kalteratid William' 'VOgely, eds:,.Energ
Supply and Gover ent Policy (Ithaca, N.Y.: 11 University Press,

,4

1976); John S. 'Reu , et .al.; A Pr'eliminary Sociakitri Environmental Assess- .
.,

ment of the ERDA 5Qla or Ehergy Pri:tram 2975-2M Voli. I and .II (Menlo ,
Park, California: The Stanford Relearch Institute, 1976) found .solar teal-
nologies to be environmentally attAklive conipared to the alternatives. .-

..,

e--- - .

.13-. Hans H. Landsberg, "Lowost -Abundant Energy:- Paradise1: post2,
(Washington, D.C.: Resources *for the Future Reprint" Number

cember 197'3)." ,. .-
.

1
-

9. The U. . Federal Energy Admittration Publishes a .serni-annual Survey
of ssho, ollector Manufacturing tivity; the 1977 estimate is by Ronald
Peterson,- irector of Grummon eAfiy Systems, one of ale largest manu-
fkturers af solar collectors. ,

.10.- Largely ,because conventional fuels pose transportation Arid distribution
:., problems, the largest immediate market for expensiv photovoltaic cells.4y,

strangely enough, be jn tile 'world's poorest cougkies. CharleSt Weiss,Rnd .

Simon, Pak, "Develo ing 'country Applications of PhotoV61tatc Cells:4We,-
sented to the. ERD N tional Solar Photovoltaic PrograntfReview'Me-ti
San Diego, Califarnia, 0.. ,'Iry 2011976.. ..



4 , .04
.L.' Baughman and DJABottaro, Electric Power rnsmission ana Dis

Sliatems: Costs and Their Allocation (Austi : University of Texas
enterIor Energy Studies, July 1975). '

/..
12. An excellent exploration of the concept of thermodynamic matching is- %

,_. Iiif..,11flient Use of Energy: A Physics Perspective," The American Physical
Satre* !January 1075. (Reprinted in U.S. Mouse of Representatives, Com:

. :mitteq on 'Science and' Technology,\ Part I, ERDA Authorization liparings,
Fehiiairy 1801975). Sithpkeexptart an. be rid. in Barry Commoner,
The, Povgrt# of Power (New Y ALfred A. f, 1976),*and D is

7.:0. HaY0, Energy: The Case for oxtervittion W ington, D.C.: Win
-.Vetch institute, January 1976). . . ,,

a .41A B. Lovins ','Scale*Centralilation. . mory. . , d Elettrificati in
.. .

.

:.SYstemt, presented to a Symposium o u ure strategies of En
/,opment,,Oak Ridge, Tennesseeibctober 20-21, 1976. The Can

. Exploring Energ-Efficienf Futures for tanada," Conse
'Notel; une 1976.

ark thvg ully explored in John S:' Reuyl, et at!, A P
ocial unaEnviron ental AgsessMent oethe EIRIDA SOlar E''

gram 105-2020; Amory B. yin "E_egv Strategy: The Road.
akenea Foreign AffairsSktOb 197 ess directly by Rufus E. Mil

;. J4:" ., Awakerling. fr`om the Amen The Social and Political Limys- o
.,. th '(New York: Univers ok ) Bruce H non, Energy, La ,

' E.quity," presented to' e-41st American. Idlife Confere e. .
astungton, D.C., Mar 21-25) 197 d William Op Is, and

olitit Scarci an Fiarcisco: eeman and Co., 977,)°.
,- .,

* . II .. ... ..., *
/

15: Among their orDer virtues, fla late oliktors have a h net,tnergy
yield: A fonventiorial collettor will delive enough ene n less than one.

' year to back the eneig.ised in its, ufactugre. Mdreclver,sif c flecelk
are r the en.ergy,requr ments reduc d dramatically. Se e v n-

al'. F-ner
on net. fnergy Views (Inter nal Sa. Newsousst
iety, Americap non! Richmond,. Californi) email a
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)1hn A. Duffie and WilliagiA. Berlc "Solar( ting'and Cooling,"
ce, Vbl: 191, N. 4223, Idnuary 6. A fine hotographic surveil)
eral U.S. solar homes can le F. nd in Norma Skurka and Jon Naat,

gn for a Limited Planet (iv York: Ballantine Books 1976). A more
co prehensive sur4ey W. . hurcliff, Solar Heated Buildings: A ,Brief
.Set`rvey, 13thçeditionJ5n Uiego :. Solar Eneggy? Digest; 1977); Active ap-

) proaches to sbla g ar described in VV Active-TypeA! Shurcliff,
Solar Heating Systems for Houses: A Technology in Ferment," Bulletin of

ts

the Atomic Scientists, February 1976.*Passive solar design is Cplained in'
Raymond W. Bliss, "Why Not Just Build the Hpuse Rightfin the First Place?"
Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists, March 1976, ind by Bruce Anderson, "tow
Impact Solutions," Solar Age, September 1976.

417. . T "Thermal. Storage in Sodium Thiosulfate Pentahydratie," pre-
seated t In rsociety Energy Commission Engineering Conference, Uni- .
vetsi of Del ware, August 18, 1975.

A.

18, H.C. isc er, ed., Summary of the Annual Cycle Energy System Work-
.

shop I (Oak Ri e, Tennessee: Oak Ridge National Laboratory, July 1976).
-

19. Complete infçrmation on and specifications for this air conditioning sys-
tem are available Jrom the Yazaki Buhin&Comp"any, Ltd., 390, Umeda Kosai
City, Shizuoka Pr fecture,

20. The Mitre Corporation, An Economic Analysis of Solar Water and Space
Heating (WAllington, D.C1: Energy Resear)h and Development Adminis- '
tration, Novedber 1976); R.A. Tybout and G.O.G. Loff, 'Solar House Heat-
ing," Natural Resources Journal, Vol. 10, No. 2,'April 1970.

21. This is the most persuasive argument available to those who favor utility
investments in solar, technologies and conservation. .A utility should in
theory be willing to m'ake electricity-sav.ing investments up to the high
marginal cost .of new power plants, wbereas the consumer will want to make
only those investments that are sen'sible in light of average- electrical bills..
Arguments against such utility involvement are generally based on the as-
.sumption that the utility will .charge high prices for equipment and labor
while demanding an exorbitant rate-of-return on Its investment. In parts of

' the world where utilities are government-regulated, this a'rgument loses much
of its force.

..



Frost arid Sullivan, The U.S. Solar. power Market, Report No. 348, New
York, 1975. Frost and ,Sullivan estimates the total annual U.S. solar markt,
0 5, including wind power and biomass, at $10 billion. In its A Nation'', n

Of Efficient Buildings by 1990 (Washington, D.C.: 1975), the Amer-
Ivan' tute. of Architects calculates that An ambitious program of conser-L
-vatioirw arid solar development could save the Unittd States tire equivalent of

oc12.5 million barrels of oil a d in 1 90. The institutional obstacles such
4atsid solar development would vercome are discussed in R. Schoen;
.A.S. Hiriliberg:- and J. Weing4r , eta Energy Technology for Buildings
(Cambridge.Mass.:,Ballinger, 1975).

23. Multiple,effect solar stills are desgoibed .in "Solar Desalting Process
:Sreakthroughs," Solar Energy Digest,-jutri 1976.

,24. "French Solar-Powered Irrigation Pump Installed in 'Mexicca" Solar
-Energy Digest, Sebruary 1976: -a

D. Procter and R.F. Wh'
'Processing Induitry" pres
Zealand Sections of IiS.E.S

Applitatian of Solar Energy in the Food
ntedte a.,meeting cif the Atistralian and New ,

Melboarruf, Australia, Julys 2., 1975: _
,

26. Makolm Fraser, Ana sis of, ihA Eco
Energy to Provide Industrial Procos
technology Corporation, 1977). A c.
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in 1975. Fraser, in Analysis of the Economic Potential, fotuid
energy could be provided by direct solar heating; 'most of t
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28. Aden Baker Meinel and Marjorie Pettit Meinel, Poi.4?
' (Tucson, Arizona: privately published, 1970).
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. .. 29e Atietimen?s for closed-cicle-CTg9 gen 4 found in U.SYHouse of ReP-
,

,. itsentativ'eS, Subcommittee on. Energy. oC the Committee on science and
P71- .Astiona Cs , tilar Sea Thermal Power, Hearings, May1/3,4974. Open-cycle' fiti S-
0 A., . OTECs are ad cated in Earl J. Beck, "Ocean Thermar'Cradient -Hydraulic

' Power Plant," cience, July 25, 1975,.and in Clarence Zper and John Fetko-
vitch, "Foam S ar Sea Power Plant," Science, July 25', 1 5...

, L
.

30. An excellent `eries of papers was prepared-Under the auspices of \ the
-Amerirge Society of International- Law for the 1976 Workshop on Leal,
-Politiclrand Institutional Aspects of Ocean, Thermal Energy Conversion.
Of particular intert is Carlos Stern's skeptical paper, "An Economic As-
Sessment of Oceark Thermal Energy Conversion.'" For a more optimistic as-
sessinent of OTEC ectinomics, see Clarence Zener, "Solar Sea Power," Bul-
letin of the Atomiclicientists, January 1976. ,

1.
31. R.H. Williams, "The Greenhouse Effect for Ocean .Based Solar Energy
Systems," Working Paper No. 21, Center ror Environmental Studies, Mnce-

_ ._
ton University, October 1975.

.
32. An excellent introdudion to photovoltaics can be found in Bluce Chal-
mers, "The Photovoltaic Generation of .Electricky," Scientific American,
OCtober 1976. For a more detailed treatment see Joseph A. Merrigari, -Sun-
light to Electricity: Prospects for Solar Energy Conversion by Photovol-
taicslCambriage, Mass.: MIT Press, 1975). .

. k.
33. A receftt technical survey of photovoltaic ,materials and techniquks can
be found in the, 2-volume Pro eedingrTif the E.R.D.A. Solar Photovoltaic
Program Review Meeting, Au ust 3-6,4 1976 (Springfield, Virginia: N'aT
tional Technieal Information Serfrice, 1976). .

. .. t
.34. See, for 'example, the testimony of Paul Rappaport and others in Solar
PhotovoltRic Energy, Subcommittee on Efiergy of the House Committee on
Science and Ast?tinautics, Washington, D.g., Hearing, Jtine 6 and 11, 1974.

. .

. 35. A Useful overview of the Japanese program is provided by Akira Uehara,
"Solar Energy Research and Development in Quest for New Energy
*ouices," . Technocrat, Vol. 9, No. 3. See also Japan's Sunshine Project
(Tokyo: MITI Agency of Industrial Science and Technology, 1975).
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36. The two-year yback period (for sells with an expected lifetime of
. more than 20 years) has blecorne conventional .wisdom among the silico4.

'photovoltaic specialists. See,)for example, Martin Wolfe, Metlicids for Low- ry3
Cost Manufacture of 1ttegrated Solar Arrays," and P.A. lles, "Energy /
Economics in Solar Cell ocessing," both in Proceedings of the SyMposium
on the Material Science A ecis of Thin m Systems for Solar Energy Con-
version,i May 20-24, Tuscon, Arizona ( ashington, D.C.: National Science

-Foundation, 1974). The calculations b Slesser -and...klotrnam based upon a
two-year paybick are in M. Slesser and I. Hounam, "Solar Energy Breeders,"
Nature, July 22, 1976. E.L. Ralph, Vice President for Research at Spectrolab,
claims that his company's cells now have a payback period of 87 days, and
that the theoretical miniMurn woj1d Pe on the order of 30 hours, according .
to a personal communication with r. Pep Glaser of Arthur D. Little.

37. Phovoltaicsveould, of course; also be. Used in highly centralized arrays
in areas of high insulation. The adliantages of decentrelization ate more so-
cial than technical. At the extreme are propqsals to obvtain large imounts.of
energy from photovoltaic cells on orbiting salelliteS, with the energy beimed
down to Earth via microwaves. The idea was first suggested by'Peter Glaser,
-Power from the Sun: Its Future," Science, November 1968-and has more
recently been popularized by Gerald K. O'Neill. "Space Colonization and
Energy Supply to the Earth, Co-Evolution Quarterly, Fall 1975. The con-
cept appears to have no insurmountable technical flaws, but is of dubious
desirability. Simple, decentralized terrestrial uses of photovoltaies have far°
more to recommend them.

38. The'la est of these sailing vessels captured about Ifour megkvatts of
power fro 'the wind. I am , indebted to Professor Frank von Hippel of
Pdnceton U niversity for seireral of the ideas in this section.

39. the history-of win& power can be .found in Volta Torrey,
rattleboro, Vermont: 'Stephen Green, Press, 1976); E.W.

Gol ation of Electricity by Wind Power (New York: Philo-
sopli 1955); John Reynolds, Windmills and Watermills (New
York: 70); A.T.H. Gross, Wind Power Usage in Europe (Spring-

% field, Va.rNationaTechnical Information Service, 1974). 1144

40..PalMer CP Putrrittn,; Rower From the Wind (New York: Van. Nostrand.
Co., 1948*

41: Don Hinrichsen and Patrick Cawood, "Fresh Breeze for Denmark's
Windmills," New Scientist, June 10, 1976.
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42. Herman and Cannon,, Energy Futures; see also Matshal F. Merriam,
"Wind Energy for Human Needs," Technology Review, January. 1977.

7. ..-43: Tut& Eldridge,%vind Mackinei (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government
Priftfing Office, 1976). Another 'good ,survey bf current wind technologies
(and storage, technologies) is J.M: Savipo, ed., Wind Energy Conversion
Systemif First .Workshop Proceedings (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Govern-
mePri6ting Office, 1973). a

44. J.A. otworowski anql 8. Henry, "Harnessing the Wind," Conserver
Socitty. otes, Fall 1976 . The cost estimate is from R.S. Rangi, et at,

"Wind Power and the Vertical-Axis Wind Turbine Developed at the Na-
tional Research Council," DtifE/NAE QUarterly BulleArt, No. 1974(2).'AY '

45.J.T. "Tornado-Type Wind Energy System.X13.:asic Considerations,"
presented to the International Symposium on Wind Energy SesteMs, $1"
John's College, Cambridge, England, SepteMber 7-9, 1976.4,
46. Cost estimates can be found in Feileral 'Energy Administration, Pro d
'Independence Final Task ,,Force Report on 'Solar Energy (Washingtori,
D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1974); somewhat more optimistic
estimates are in David,R. Inglis "Wind Power Now!" Bulletin of the Atomic
Scientists, October 19/5, and Bent SOrensen, "Wind Energy," Bulletin of the
Atomic Scientists, September 1976.

4

47. Edward N. Lorentz, The Na re and Theory of the General Circulatian
of the Atmosphere (Geneva: Worl

r
Meterolbgical 0,anization, 1967).

48. A small feaction of the anet's wind produ es some 150 million square
miles of ocean wavei. Britain Depattment of Energy is spending a milliob
dollars a year on experimental fforts to tap the waves that constantly break
along Britain s long, stormy co ts. Smaller fledgling program re under way
elsewhere too,"Tlotably in Japan and the Vnited States. More Jthan '100 dif-
ierent mechanical anel 'hydraulic wave power 'devices have, en proposed.
Mechanical devices include the lopsided "ducks" designed b Stephen Salter
of Edinburgh to obtain the maximum possible rock from passing waves, and")
the strings of contouring rafts, whieh work on the same principle, that
Christopher Cockerell (the inventor of the Hovercraft, has proposed. The'
Japanese use an -inverted box to c pture wave energy hydraulically. When
waves rise, air ,is Ashed out of hole .in the top of the box; as the wave rails,
air is sucked in. These air currents now used to power Japanese naviga-
tion tbudys, and strings of sucli bo s miy well be multiplied4into power,
sources of commercial value in the near future. See S.H. Salter, "Wave
Power," Nature, June 21, 1974, and Michael Kentvard, "Waves. a Million,"
New Scientist, May 6, 1976. )
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49. Hydropower resource estimatfs are clduded by uncertain data 'and am-
bignOus definitions. ror example, such estimates typically measure either the
maximilin generating capacity that is usable 95 percent of the year or else the

s.
....capacrty.usable undir condition's of avetage annual flow. Although these fig-

;..,:.,;.4ares.400.4iffer by as much as 300 percent, those who make hydropower as-
sessidesits often fail to state which figure they are using. This paper employs
dm more. conservative 95 percent figure and then reduces it sliarply to reflect

V.-iew constraints being impoSed by environmental and agricultural interests,
and also to reflect the futility of damming silt-laden streams that drain geo-
logically Unstable areas,. The most comprehensive of the conventional hydro-
power resource estimates can be found in World Energy Conference, Survey
ot Energy Resources (New York: privately published for the World Energy
Conference, 1974).

50. A fineVurvey of Anall-scale hydropower technologies appears in Robin
Saunders lbiarnessing the Power of Water," Energy Primer (Menlo Park,
California: Portola Instaute, 1974).

.

51. Vaclav Smil, intermediate Technology in China," Bulletin of the Atorri-
ic Scientists, February 1977.

52. Erik Eckholm, Losing Ground: Environmental Stress and World Food
Prospects (New-Yark: W.W. Norton, 1976). See also Ambio, "Special Issue
on Water," yol. 6. No. 1, 1977.

; 53. H. Lieth and R.H. Whittaker, eds. Primary Productivity of the Biosphere
ew Yoik: Springer-Verlag, 1975)y PAE. Reichle, J.F. Franklin, and D.W.

dall, eds., Productivity. of World"Ecosystems (Washington, D.C.: Na-
tinal Academy of Sciences, 1975); E.E. Robertson and H.M. Lapp, "Gaseous
Fuels" in Proceedings of a Conference on Capturing the Sun through fiio-
.conversiOn (Washington, D.C.: Washingtou enter for Metropolitan Stud-

,
ies, 1976-)J

44

54. Alan Poled. Ro
syntlitc Etier
and le,

, 55. P.D:
Rankc 197

, 56. Roger Revelle, "Energy Us in Rural India," Science, 'June 4, 1976.

. Williams, "Flower Power: Prospects for Photo-
etm of ths Atomic Scientists, May 1976; Makhijani
griculture in the Third World. (

tea: The sEnergy. Sector (Washipgkin, D.C.: World

75.
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57. W.J. Jewell, H.R. Davis, et al., Bioconversion of Agriculg:ral Wastes for
Pollution Control and Energy Coqservation (Ithaca, New York: Cornell
University, 1976).

58. Poole and Williams, "Flower Power."

59. R.H. Whittaker and (*. Woodwell, Produ2tiviof Forest Ecosystems
(Paris: UNSCO, 1971).

60. Earl, Foitst Eneigy and Economic,Development.

6110 Eckholrn, The 'Other EnergY Crisis: Firewood (Washington,' D.C.:
Wwatch Institute, 1975).

62. J.S. Bethel and G.F. SchreudeR, ."Forest Resources: An Overview,"
Science, February 20, 1976.

63. S.B. Richardson, Foresiry in Communist China (Baltimore, Maryland:
Johns Hopkins Press, 1966).

64. G.C. Szego 'and C.C. Kernp, "The Enefgy Plantation," U.S. House of
Representatives, Subcommittee on Energy of the Committee on Science and
Astronautics, Hearings, Juni 13, 1974.

65. J.B. Crantham and T.I-1. Ellis; "P entials of Wbod for Producing Ener-
Lgy," Jouruit of Forestry, Vol. 72, No. 9, 974.

66: Melvin Calvin, "Hydrocarbons Via Photosynthesis," presented to the
110th Rubber Division Meeting of the American Chemical Society, San Fran-
cisco, October 5-8, 1976. Available from the American Chemical Society.

67. J.A. Alich and R.E. Inman, Effective Utilization of Solar Energy to Pro-
duce Clean Fuel (Menlo Park, California: Stanford Research Institute, 1974).

68. B.C. Wolverton, R.M. Barlow, and R.C. McDonald, Application of Vas-
cular Aquatic Plants for Pollution Removal, Energy and Food Productiorn in
a Biological System (Bay St. Louis, Mississippi: NASA, 1975); B.C. Wol-
verton, R.C. McDonald, and J. Gordon, Bioconversion of Water Hyacinths
iplo Methane Gas: Part I (Bay St. Louis, Missisppi: NASA, 1975). The

-leport voicing skepticism about the U.S. potential is A.C. Robinson, J.H.
Gorman, et al., An Analysis of Market Potential of Water Hyacinth-Based
Systems for Municipal Wastewater Treatment (Columbus, Ohio: Battelle
Laboratories, 1976). 'To
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69! FLA. Wilcox, "Ocean Farming" irt Capturing the Sun Through Biocon- .
version. For a less sanguine appraisal of the large,,ocean-farm concept, see

1 John Rythei's remarks in the same volume.
.

. ,
.

70. J.T. Pfeffer, "Reclamation of Energy from Organic Refae: Anaerobic
Digestion Processes," presented to the Third National Congress on Waste

, Management and Resource Recovery, San Francisco, 1974; Alan Poole, "The
1 Potential for Energy Recovery From Organic Wastes," in R.H. Williams, ed.,
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